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INTRODUCTION
One of the cornerstones of ring theory is Goldie’s theorem character-
izing those rings that have a nondegenerate artinian ring of quotients in
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terms of ascending chain conditions [G1, G2, LC], thus linking for asso-
ciative algebras two of the main notions of commutative ring theory. This
provides the basic framework for the study of the Noetherian condition in
associative ring theory, since it connects the study of that condition to what
one should probably call the classical ring theory: rings with descending
chain condition. Moreover, the kind of construction of quotients that is in-
volved in those results is particularly well behaved since it, in addition to
containing inverses for all regular elements (as any ring of quotients deserv-
ing its name should), consists of Ore’s “one-sided” fractions of elements of
the original ring. Further developments include a deepened study of the
notions arising in those results, e.g., uniform ideals and nonsingularity.
As for Jordan theory, it is natural to ask whether similar results can be
achieved. The question was raised by Jacobson [J1, p. 426] in connection
with the construction of (possibly exceptional) Jordan algebras as “Ore lo-
calizations” of Jordan domains. From a more structure-theoretic viewpoint,
the early results of Britten [B1–B3] and Montgomery [Mon] deal with that
question in the case of linear Jordan algebras J = HR ∗ of symmetric
elements of associative rings with involution. A general approach to local-
ization of Jordan algebras was laid out by Jacobson et al. in [JMcP]. Based
on the localization of the monoid of U-operators, they establish rather in-
tricate “common multiple” conditions for the existence of localization of
Jordan algebras. A deﬁnitive answer came with the papers of Zelmanov
[Z2, Z3], where he establishes analogues of Goldie’s theorems for linear
Jordan algebras, making use of his fundamental results on structure theory
rather than through the direct approach of [JMcP]. Further developments
have been made by the ﬁrst two authors in [FG1, FG2] dealing with the
notion of local order, which generalizes classical quotients in a way suitable
for the absence of a unit element.
In view of the current “state of the art,” there are two questions that
should be addressed to claim some completeness in the jordaniﬁcation of
Goldie’s theory. On the one hand, modern Jordan theory has been made
independent of the restrictions on the characteristic of the ring of scalars
through the use of quadratic Jordan algebras, and therefore it is natural
to ask for a quadratic generalization of Zelmanov’s results. On the other
hand, a less concrete but more far-reaching problem is adapting to the
Jordan setting the fundamental notions developed around Goldie’s theory,
such as those of the uniform element and uniform ideal, singular ideal, and
uniform (or Goldie) dimension.
In this paper we deal with those two questions. We show that Zelmanov’s
version of Goldie’s conditions still characterize quadratic algebras having an
artinian algebra of quotients which is simple or nondegenerate, according
to whether the original algebra is strongly prime or nondegenerate. At the
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same time we introduce and study Jordan versions of the main notions of
the associative theory.
The paper is organized as follows. After a ﬁrst section of preliminar-
ies, we introduce the deﬁnition of order relative to a monad (which plays
the role of “multiplicatively closed subset”) and prove some basic results
on them, such as its universality with respect to inverting elements of the
monad, from which its uniqueness follows. It can be pointed out that our
quadratization of the deﬁnition of order from [Z2] is formulated in terms
of denominator inner ideals, which is what one should expect if there is
some hope of developing a more general Gabriel-like localization theory
for Jordan algebras embracing Goldie theory. In spite of this abstract mo-
tivation, in down-to-earth terms the deﬁnition of order involves the invert-
ibility of all the elements of the corresponding monad, or, equivalently, of
all their operators Us, and makes sure that the elements of the algebra of
quotients are some kind of symmetric “fractions,” since they can be written
in the form U−1s x, for an element s of the monad and an element x of the
algebra.
Before going into details concerning the remaining sections, let us men-
tion some of the ideas that guide the developments that follow. First of all,
a general motto has been to relate the behavior of algebras and their al-
gebras of quotients and of special algebras and their associative envelopes,
with respect to the notions of Goldie theory. On the other hand, a general
strategy in the study of Jordan algebras (and of other Jordan systems) con-
sists in separately treating algebras that satisfy a polynomial identity and
those algebras that do not. Section 3 exempliﬁes that principle. We obtain
there some more basic results which, unlike those of the previous section,
can hardly be considered elementary. Those results require a deeper anal-
ysis of Jordan PI-algebras, starting with a Jordan version of the Posner–
Formanek–Rowen Theorem.
In Section 4 we go a step further from the dichotomy between PI and
non-PI algebras and speak about algebras having PI-elements, showing that
for a strongly prime algebra which is an order in a simple unital algebra,
having nonzero PI-elements is the same as being PI. This further dichotomy
is adequate for dealing with the problems of Goldie theory. In fact, it deals
primarily with one-sided ideals, so that its Jordan version must involve inner
ideals. However, the PI/non-PI argument, which owes its strength to the
use of socle-related techniques for the PI case and to the possibility of
translation into a problem on the associative envelope in the non-PI case,
fails when faced with the need of relating the inner ideals of a special
Jordan algebra and the one-sided ideals of its envelopes. It turns out that
the obstruction for that relation is the existence of nonzero PI-elements,
so that things go smoothly when there are no such elements. The results
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of [Mo2, Mo3] allow the use of socle-related techniques in case there are
such elements, thus making the approach effective.
These ideas are applied ﬁrst to the study of the uniform dimension of
a Jordan algebra and more precisely to its relation with the uniform di-
mension of its algebra of quotients. After having dealt with algebras with
PI-elements in Section 4, we consider algebras without PI-elements in Sec-
tion 5. These are, in particular, non-PI algebras, and hence are special, so it
also makes sense to consider the relation between the uniform dimensions
of the algebra and of its associative envelopes. We treat these problems in
Section 5.
In Section 6 we introduce the singular ideal of a Jordan algebra. Again,
our study is focused on one of the two general problems outlined above.
We study the relationship between the singular ideal of an algebra without
PI-elements and the singular ideal of a ∗-tight envelope and show that the
singular ideal vanishes in strongly prime algebras with nonzero PI-elements.
Section 7 is devoted to the study of uniform ideals and the subdirect
decompositions arising from them. Here chain conditions on annihilators
make their appearance (which, together with the ascending chain condition
on “direct sums,” i.e., ﬁniteness of the uniform dimension, are Goldie’s
conditions) and ensure the abundance of uniform ideals, hence we have the
possibility of describing the algebra as an essential subdirect sum of strongly
prime algebras by applying the results of [FG3]. These ideas provide the
bridge between strongly prime and nondegenerate algebras, so that the
results of the previous sections can be extended to the latter.
In Section 8 we continue analyzing the consequences of the ascending
chain condition on annihilators and introduce the notion of the uniform
element, which adapts the corresponding notion in associative Goldie the-
ory as introduced in [G2] to make it more workable in the Jordan set-
ting. The abundance of uniform elements due to the acc on annihilators
implies the abundance of uniform ideals, so that the subdirect decomposi-
tions obtained in Section 7 apply, and quite signiﬁcantly, the vanishing of
the singular ideal.
Section 9 is devoted to the main theorem of the paper. We prove several
characterizations for the existence of a simple or nondegenerate artinian
algebra of quotients, including the jordaniﬁcation of Goldie’s conditions as
they appear in [Z2, Z3] for linear algebras, and some other characteriza-
tions in terms of the notions introduced in the previous sections.
There are two further questions to which we pay attention in the last
section. On one hand, an important result of the associative theory is the
characterization of left (resp. right) Goldie algebras as those for which the
essential left (resp. right) ideals are those which contain a regular (injective,
in the Jordan sense that will be deﬁned below) element. On the other hand,
from the Jordan theory point of view, the artinian condition is somewhat
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less natural than the existence of capacity, so it is natural to ask if there
is a characterization of orders in algebras with capacity, rather than in
artinian algebras. In Section 10 we link these two questions and show that
the desired characterization is precisely the Jordan version of the above
property of Goldie algebras; namely, an inner ideal is essential if, and only
if, it contains injective elements.
As ﬁnal remarks let us mention that many of the ideas contained in
this paper were suggested by the arguments of [Z2, Z3] and hence appear
in those papers, often in an implicit form. Most notably this is the case
with the argument appealing to PI-elements, which makes use of certain
polynomial identities deﬁned in [AC]. These, in turn, were, at least partially,
inspired by the work of these authors and of the third-named author of
this paper on maximal modular inner ideals, and these were suggested by
the arguments of [Z2, Z3]. There are, however, some differences in the
approach followed here compared to the one used in [Z2, Z3, and FG1].
On one hand, dealing with the quadratic theory makes it more natural
to consider only ∗-envelopes and raises the problem of handling ample
subspaces instead of spaces of symmetric elements. On the other hand,
we move to associative envelopes rather than go down to ideals which are
ample subspaces. This is, to some extent, a matter of taste, which can be
justiﬁed however as being guided by the idea of analyzing the relationship
between a special algebra and its envelopes.
1. PRELIMINARIES
We remind the reader of the basic quadratic notations; as references we
mention [J2, J3, Lo1, McZ]. A (quadratic) Jordan algebra JU 2 over an
arbitrary ring of scalars  is a -module J with quadratic maps U  J →
EndJ and 2 J → J (squaring) satisfying the following identities in all
scalar extensions:
Vx xy = x2 ◦ y(1.1)







Here x ◦ y = x + y2 − x2 − y2 and Vx yz = Ux zy = 
x y z = Ux+zy −
Uxy −Uzy. We also write Vxy = x ◦ y. In the case 12 ∈ , quadratic Jordan
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algebras can be characterized axiomatically as linear Jordan algebras with
product x · y = 12 x ◦ y satisfying x · y = y · x and x2 · y · x = x2 · y · x.
In what follows we will make use of the following identities, which can
be veriﬁed by using Macdonald’s Theorem [J3, 3.4.16].
x ◦ y2 = Uxy2 +Uyx2 + x ◦Uyx(1.7)

x y ◦ xUxy = 2Uxy2 +Uxx ◦Uyx(1.8)

z y x4 = 
z y ◦ x2 x2 − Ux2y ◦ z(1.9)
Ux◦y2 = UxUy2 +Uy2Ux + Vy x◦yVx◦y y + V 2Uyx(1.10)
− Vy x◦yVUyx − VUyxVx◦y y − VUy2x2
Ux2y ◦ z = 
x2 y x ◦ x ◦ z −Ux
x y x ◦ z − 
x2 yUxz(1.11)
Other identities we will use are referred to in [Lo1] and [J3].
If J is unital then x2 = Ux1, with 1 the unit element of J. We can always
embed J in its unital hull J ′ = × J. An inner ideal is a submodule K of J
such that UKJ ′ ⊆ K. An inner ideal K of J is said to be essential if it has a
nonzero intersection with any nonzero inner ideal of J.
By B ≤ J (respectively, B J) we shall mean that B is a subalgebra (re-
spectively, ideal) of J. If B and C are ideals of J then UBC is again an
ideal. In particular, for an ideal I J we have a decreasing chain of de-
rived ideals I0 = I, In = DnI with DI = UII. A Jordan algebra J is
semiprime (prime) if UBB = 0 implies B = 0 (UBC = 0 implies B = 0 or
C = 0) BC ideals of J. Unlike the associative case, primeness does not im-
ply the absence of absolute zero divisors, elements a ∈ J such that Ua = 0.
Jordan algebras without nonzero absolute zero advisors are called nonde-
generate. Prime nondegenerate Jordan algebras are called strongly prime.
The following elemental characterization of strongly prime Jordan alge-
bras has been obtained quite recently [ACLMc, Theorem 1.13]: A Jordan
algebra J is strongly prime if and only if UaUJUb = 0 implies a = 0 or
b = 0. Strong primeness is inherited by ideals. Moreover, simple Jordan al-
gebras are strongly prime. Every Jordan algebra J gives rise to a Jordan
pair V = J J (see [Lo1]), where Qσx y = Uxy for σ = ±. Hence every
notion deﬁned for Jordan pairs makes sense for Jordan algebras (in partic-
ular, identities JPn are always referred to in [Lo1]). An element a ∈ V σ is
von Neumann regular if a ∈ Qσa V −σ .
Every associative algebra R gives rise to a Jordan algebra A+ by taking
x2 as usual and Uxy = xyx x y ∈ A. A Jordan algebra is special if it is
isomorphic to a Jordan subalgebra of some R+. Important examples are
hermitian algebras,
HR ∗ = 
x ∈ R  x∗ = x ⊆ R+
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of self-adjoint elements in an associative algebra with involution ∗. More
generally, we may consider ample hermitian subspaces:
H0R ∗ ⊆ HR ∗  aH0a∗ ⊆ H0 for all a ∈ R
and all traces a+ a∗ and norms aa∗ lie in H0
If 12 ∈  then the only ample subspace is H0 = H. Other important exam-
ples of special Jordan algebras are (Jordan) Clifford algebras, which lie in
the associative Clifford algebras CQ 1 for quadratic forms Q with base-
point 1,
JQ 1 ⊆ CQ 1+  Uxy = Qx y¯x−Qxy¯ y¯ = Qy 11− y
A Jordan algebra is i-special if it satisﬁes all the Jordan identities of
special Jordan algebras (equivalently, it is a homomorphic image of a spe-
cial Jordan algebra). A Jordan algebra is exceptional if it is not special and
i-exceptional if it is not even i-special. The basic i-exceptional Jordan al-
gebras are the 27-dimensional Albert algebras. Let C be a Cayley–Dickson
algebra over a ﬁeld K (C is an 8-dimensional alternative algebra obtained
by doubling a quaternion algebra by the Cayley–Dickson process). Then
the set
H3C of all 3× 3 matrices in C which are hermitian
under the involution X∗ = Xt
is a simple 27-dimensional i-exceptional Jordan algebra.
In the free associative algebra AssX on a countably inﬁnite set X, con-
sider n-tads, the associative polynomials

x1 · · ·xn = x1 · · ·xn + xn · · ·x1
Note that 
x1 = 2x1 
x1x2 = x1 ◦ x2, and 
x1x2x3 = 
x1 x2 x3 are
Jordan polynomials in HAssX ∗, where the standard involution ∗ on
AssX is uniquely determined by the condition that generators be sym-
metric: x∗ = x for all x ∈ X. If n ≥ 4 
x1 · · ·xn is not a Jordan polyno-
mial. However, it can be converted into a Jordan polynomial when the xi’s
take values in hermitian ideals [McZ, p. 144]. More generally, there can be
found nonzero ideals nX in the free special Jordan algebra FSJX (gen-
erated by X in AssX+) which “eat” F-n-tads, for any adic family F . In




FSJX · · ·FSJX · · · ⊆ 
· · ·FSJXFSJXFSJX · · ·
Properties of these ideals can be found in [McZ, Part III], including the im-
portant fact that they contain essential polynomial identities, Jordan poly-
nomials which do not vanish on all special Jordan algebras.
The following combinatorial result will be used several times throughout
the paper.
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(1.12) Lemma. Let J be a special Jordan algebra with associative
∗-envelope R I J an ideal of J, and J0 ≤ J a Jordan subalgebra. Then
(i) J ′0nI = IJ ′0n for all positive integers n, where the exponent refers
to associative powers. Hence, idRI = IR′ = R′I (R′ the unital hull of R).
(ii) J ′0mI1m ⊆ I2m ⊆ algRI for all positive integers m.
(iii) If 
a1     an ⊆ idRI1, there exists M ≥ 1 such that
algRa1     anM ⊆ algRI.
Proof. (i) Clearly, J ′0I ⊆ J ′0 ◦ I + IJ ′0 ⊆ IJ ′0. Hence, for all positive
integers n J ′0nI = IJ ′0n. In particular, idRI = R′IR′ = IR′, since R =∑∞
1 J
m is generated by J.
(ii) It will be proved by induction on m. For m = 1 a ∈ J ′0, and x y ∈
I, we have
aUxy = 
a x yx− yUxa ∈ II = I2
Suppose now that the inclusion holds for m. Then
J ′0m+1I1m+1 = J ′0J ′0mI1mI1 ⊆ J ′0I2mI1
but, by repeated use of (i) with n = 1 J ′0I2m = I2mJ ′0. Thus
J ′0m+1I1m+1 ⊆ I2mJ ′0I ⊆ I2mI2 = I2m+1
by the case m = 1.
(iii) By (i) applied to J0 I → J I1, each ai is a linear combi-
nation of elements of the form x1 · · ·xmy with xi ∈ J y ∈ I1 (where
products x1 · · ·xm of length zero are allowed). Since there is only a ﬁ-
nite number of ai’s, there is a ﬁnite set 
x1     xN ⊆ J such that
ai ∈ A′0I1 for A0 = algRx1     xN = algRJ0, J0 = algJx1     xN.
Then algRa1     anN+1 ⊆ A′0I1N+1 ⊆ A′0I1N+1 (using (i) re-
peatedly to move factors from A′0 =
∑∞
1 J ′0k to the left of the ideal
I1); but by a result of Skosirskii [S1], each element of A0 is a linear
combination of elements of the form zxi1    xik where z ∈ J ′0 is a Jor-
dan polynomial in x1     xN and 1 ≤ i1 < · · · < ik ≤ N , so we have
a ﬁnite bound A′0 = J ′0N+1 on the associative products in A′0, and
algRa1     anN+1 ⊆ J ′0N+1I1N+1 ⊆ algRI by (ii).
A similar result was proved by Skosirskii for linear Jordan triple systems
[S2, Prop. 11].
Following [Lo1] or [Mc2], the annihilator of any subset X of a Jordan
algebra J is the subset annX of all elements z ∈ J satisfying
Ai Uzx = 0 Aii Uxz = 0 Aiii Vz xJ ′ = 0
Aiv Vx zJ ′ = 0 Av UzUxJ ′ = 0 Avi UxUzJ ′ = 0
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for all x ∈ X. Properties of annihilators are listed in [Mc2]. In particular,
annJX is an inner ideal of J for each subset X of J, and if I J is an
ideal of J so is its annihilator. Note that the six conditions always reduce to
four, since (Aiii)⇔ (Aiv) (from the formula Vz x + Vx z = Vx◦z) and (in the
presence of (Ai), (Aiii)) (Av)⇔ (Avi) (from the formula UzUx + UxUz =
Uz◦x − Vz xVx z + VUzx2
(1.13) Lemma. Let J be a semiprime Jordan algebra.
(i) If IK are ideals of J then I ∩K= 0⇔ K ⊆ annJI ⇔ UKI= 0
I is essential iff it has zero annihilator.
(ii) annJI = annJIm for all derived ideals Im.
(iii) If I is an ideal of J, the “annihilator localization” J = J/annJI
remains semiprime, remains a tight cover of a subset X (if all nonzero ideals
of J hit X, then all nonzero ideals of J hit X), retains annihilators of I (if
z ∈ J and x ∈ I then Uz¯x¯ = 0¯ ⇔ Uzx = 0 Ux¯z¯ = 0¯ ⇔ Uxz = 0, Vz¯ x¯J ′ =
0¯ ⇔ Vz xJ ′ = 0Uz¯Ux¯J ′ = 0¯ ⇔ UzUxJ ′ = 0, and annJ X = annJX for
any subset X ⊆ I), and creates an essential ideal I.
Proof. In general, for ideals IK of J I ∩ K = 0 ⇒ K ⊆ annJI ⇒
UKI = 0. Let J be semiprime. If UKI = 0 then UI∩KI ∩K = 0 and hence
I ∩K = 0. Now (i) follows from the fact, pointed out above, that annJI
is an ideal of J whenever I is. To prove (ii), it is enough to check that
M = annJUII ⊆ annJI. But this follows from (i), since UM∩IM ∩ I ⊆
M ∩UII = 0.
(iii) Semiprimeness. If UKK = 0¯ for an ideal K of J, then UKK ⊆
annJI, hence I ⊆ annJUKK = annJK by (ii), and K ⊆ annJI, soK = 0¯.
Annihilation. Uz¯x¯ = 0¯⇒ Uzx ∈ I ∩ annJI = 0, and it is similar in
the other cases. Hence annJX ⊆ annJX for any X ⊆ I, and annJX =
annJX.
Essentiality. Taking X = I shows annJI = annJI = 0¯, so I is
essential by (i).
Tightness. If an ideal K of J has K ∩ X = 0, then K ∩ I ∩ X ⊆
I ∩ annJI = 0, so K ∩ I = 0 by tightness over X. Hence K ⊆ annJI
and K = 0.
(1.14) Remarks. Let R be a semiprime associative algebra. By the ele-
mentary characterization of semiprimeness, R is semiprime iff the associ-
ated Jordan algebra J = R+ is nondegenerate. Moreover, for any subset
X ⊆ R, the usual two-sided annihilator of X in R annRX = 
z ∈ R 
zx = xz = 0 x ∈ X, coincides with the Jordan annihilator annJX (a
more general result will be given below). From this remark, it is clear that
all the results proved in (1.13) have their corresponding associative versions.
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Let J be a special Jordan algebra. Recall that an associative algebra with
involution R ∗ is called an associative ∗-envelope for J if it is generated by
J ⊆ HR ∗. An associative ∗-envelope R of J is called a ∗-tight associative
envelope if any nonzero ∗-ideal I of R hits J, I ∩ J = 0. Note that a ∗-tight
associative envelope R of a semiprime Jordan algebra J is semiprime: If
I3 = 0 for some ∗-ideal I of R, then I ∩ J1 ⊆ I3 = 0 ⇒ I ∩ J = 0 (by
the semiprimeness of J)⇒ I = 0 (by ∗-tightness).
Next we study the relationship between annihilators in a special Jordan
algebra J and annihilators in an associative ∗-envelope R of J.
(1.15) Lemma. Let J be a special Jordan algebra with associative ∗-
envelope R. Then
(i) annRK = annRidRK is a ∗-ideal of R, for any ideal K of J.
If R is semiprime, then
(ii) annJX = annRX ∩ J, for any subset X of J.
(iii) R = R/annRK is a semiprime associative ∗-envelope for J =
J/annJK, for any ideal K of J. Moreover, R is ∗-tight for J whenever R is
∗-tight for J.
If J is semiprime and R is ∗-tight for J, then R is also semiprime and
(iv) annRI = annRI ∩ J and annRI ∩ J = annJI ∩ J, for any
∗-ideal I of R. Hence I ∩ J is essential in J if I is essential in R.
(v) R/annRI is a ∗-tight associative envelope for the semiprime
Jordan algebra J/annJI ∩ J = J/annRI ∩ J, for any ∗-ideal I of R.
(vi) R/annRannRK is a ∗-tight cover for J/annJannJK, for any
ideal K of J.
Proof. (i) Follows since idRI = R′I = IR′ by (1.12(i)), while (ii) was
proved in [Mc2, 1.17].
(iii) Since annRK is a ∗-ideal of R, R = R/annRK is semiprime
(see (1.14)), and it is clear that R is an associative ∗-envelope for
J/annRK ∩ J = J (by (ii)). Suppose now that R is ∗-tight for J and
let us show that R is ∗-tight for J. Let T ⊇ annRK be a ∗-ideal of R
such that T ∩ J = annRK ∩ J = annJK and set L = T ∩ idRK.
Then L ∩ J = T ∩ idRK ∩ J ⊆ annRidRK ∩ idRK = 0 (by
the semiprimeness of R). Hence L = 0 by the ∗-tightness of R,
and 0 = T ∩ idRK ⇒ T ⊆ annRidRK = annRK by (i). Thus
T = annRK and T = 0.
(iv) R is semiprime because J is also and R is ∗-tight. Set T = I ∩
annRI ∩ J. By (ii), T ∩ J = I ∩ J ∩ annRI ∩ J = I ∩ J ∩ annJI ∩ J
and hence vanishes by (1.13(i)), since J is semiprime. Thus T = 0 because
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T is a ∗-ideal (by (i)) and R is ∗-tight. Hence annRI ∩ J ⊆ annRI. The
reverse containment is obvious. The second equality follows by intersecting
the ﬁrst one with J and applying (ii).
By (1.13(i)), I ∩ J is essential in J iff it has zero annihilator. But as
we have just seen, annJI ∩ J = annRI ∩ J and hence vanishes by the
essentiality of I in R, since R is semiprime.
(v) It follows from (iii) and (iv).
(vi) Since annRK is a ∗-ideal of R, it follows from (v) and (ii) that
annRannJK = annRannRK ∩ J = annRannRK. Hence, by (iii),
R/annRannRK is a ∗-tight cover for J/annJannJK.
Under nondegeneracy, annihilator conditions are easier to use.
(1.16) Lemma. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra. Then we have:
(i) (Nondegenerate annihilator conditions) z ∈ annJx ⇔ Vz x =
UzUx = 0⇔ Vx z = UxUz = 0, for all x z ∈ J.
(ii) Uxy = 0⇒ UyUxJ ′ ⊆ annJx for all x y ∈ J.
(iii) z ∈ annJI ⇔ UzI = 0 for any ideal I of J. Thus, if K is an inner
ideal of J, then K ∩ I = 0 ⇒ K ⊆ annJI, and I is essential, as an inner
ideal, iff annJI = 0.
(iv) annIX = annJX ∩ I for any ideal I of J and any subset X
of I.
(v) If I is an ideal of J, the annihilator localization J = J/annJI
remains nondegenerate.
Proof. (i) By [Mc2, 1.10], z ∈ annJx ⇔ Vz xJ ′ = UzUxJ ′ = 0 (equiv-
alently, Vx zJ ′ = UxUzJ ′ = 0). Thus we only need to show that Vz x =
UzUx = 0 ⇒ z ◦ x = 
z x 1 = Uzx2 = 0. Making use of (1.5), (1.6), and
the nondegeneracy of J, UzUx = 0 ⇒ Uzx2 = Uxz2 = 0, UxUz = 0. Now
z ◦ x = 0 follows from the formula UxUz +UzUx = Uz◦x − Vx zVz x + VUxz2
and the nondegeneracy of J.
(ii) Let z = UyUxa where a ∈ J ′. We check the nondegenerate
annihilator conditions Vz x = UzUx = 0. Clearly, UzUx = UUyUxaUx =
UyUxUaUxUyUx = UyUxUaUUxy = 0 gives the second term. For the
ﬁrst term consider the identity Vzx = VUyUxa x = V
a x yUxy − VaUxUyx,






= V xa◦xy y − V xa y2 x , and use that Uxy = 0 and that UxUyx is also
zero by the nondegeneracy of J.
(iii) By [Mc3, 1.7], z ∈ annJI ⇔ UzI = 0. Hence, for any inner
ideal K of J, K ∩ I = 0 ⇒ UKI ⊆ K ∩ I = 0, hence K ⊆ annJI. Thus I
is essential as an inner ideal iff annJI = 0.
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(iv) It was proved in [Z2, Lemma 9] in the linear case. Let us give
here a proof which also works in the quadratic case. In general, annJX ∩
I ⊆ annIX. Let z ∈ annIX. We check the nondegenerate annihilator
conditions Vz x = UzUx = 0 for all x ∈ X ⊆ I. Clearly, for a ∈ J, UUzUxaJ =
UzUxUaUxUzJ ⊆ UzUxI = 0⇒ UzUxJ = 0 by the nondegeneracy of J. For
the ﬁrst term we have by JP21 of [L1] that, for y ∈ I,
U
z x ay = UzUxUay +UaUxUzy + Vz xUaVx zy − 
UzUxa y a = 0
(using the annihilator conditions (Av), (Avi), (Aiv) on the elements Uay y
and the fact that UzUxa ∈ annIx for all x ∈ I (since annIx is inner)
which implies 
z x a = 0 by the nondegeneracy of I [Lo1, 4.13]).
(v) If Ua¯J = 0¯ then UaI ⊆ I ∩ annJI = 0 by (1.13(i)), so a ∈
annJI by (iii) and a¯ = 0¯.
Given a ∈ J, for a Jordan algebra J, we can deﬁne (in fact, the deﬁnition
makes sense for any element of a Jordan system) new Jordan products by
x2a = Uxa, U ax = UxUa to get a new Jordan algebra on the -module J
called the a-homotope of J, denoted by Ja. The set Kera = KerJa =

x ∈ J  Uax = UaUxa = 0 is an ideal of Ja, and the quotient algebra
Ja/Kera, which is denoted by Ja, is called the local algebra of J at a.
In most cases (e.g., if 12 ∈ , or if J is nondegenerate or special [DAMc]),
Kera = 
x ∈ J  Uax = 0.
Local algebras also prove to be useful in the associative context. Let R
be an associative algebra. For a ∈ R, the a-homotope of R, denoted by Ra,
is the associative algebra over the same linear structure as R with the new
product x ·a y = xay. It is readily seen that the set Kera = 
x ∈ R  axa =
0 is an ideal of Ra, so we can consider the local algebra Ra/Kera,
which will be denoted by Ra.
A number of properties of Jordan systems are inherited by their local
algebras (see [DAMc, ACLMc, ACMo2, AC]) and also lifted from local
algebras to the whole Jordan system. In particular, the local algebras of a
nondegenerate Jordan algebra J are nondegenerate, and we have
Uaz ∈ annJx ⇒ z¯ ∈ annJax¯(1.17)





UUazUxUa = 0 ⇒ Uz¯Ux¯ = 0 and UaV az x = V Uaz xUa = 0 ⇒
Vaz¯ x¯ = 0.
Following [Lo3], a nondegenerate Jordan algebra J is said to have ﬁnite
capacity if it satisﬁes the acc (ascending chain condition) and dcc (descend-
ing chain condition) on principal inner ideals. In this case, all the maximal
chains of principal inner ideals have the same length kJ (called the ca-
pacity of J). If J satisﬁes dcc on all inner ideals then J is called artinian.
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It follows from [Lo1, 12.12] that nondegenerate artinian Jordan algebras
have ﬁnite capacity, but the converse is not true [Mc1, Corollary of Theo-
rem 6].
Recall that the socle SocJ of a nondegenerate Jordan algebra (respec-
tively, Jordan triple system) J is the sum of all minimal inner ideals of J
[ORa, FGS]. For a Jordan pair V , the socle SocV  = SocV + SocV −
is deﬁned analogously ([Lo2]). The socle is a direct sum of simple ideals,
consists of regular elements, and satisﬁes the dcc on principal inner ide-
als [Lo2]. In fact, x ∈ SocJ iff the local algebra Jx of J at x has ﬁnite
capacity [Mo2, 0.7(b)].
We denote by InjJ = 
x ∈ J  Ux  J → J is injective the set of
injective elements of J. Clearly, every injective element has zero annihilator.
The converse is true for elements of a nondegenerate Jordan algebra of
ﬁnite capacity.
(1.18) Lemma. Let J be a nondegenerate unital Jordan algebra coinciding
with its socle. For s ∈ J, the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) s is invertible,
(ii) s is injective,
(iii) annJs = 0.
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) and (ii) ⇒ (iii) are clear, while (iii) ⇒ (i) follows
from the “cancellation property” ([Lo3, Lemma 6]) applied to J2f  where
f = f+ f− is a Jordan pair idempotent such that f+ = s.
2. BASIC RESULTS ON ORDERS
An element x ∈ J will be called a J-denominator for an element a˜ ∈ J˜
in a larger algebra J˜ ≥ J if the following six multiplications take a˜ back
into J:
Di Uxa˜ Dii Ua˜x Diii Ua˜UxJ ′
Diii′ UxUa˜J ′ = 0 Div Vx a˜J ′ Div′ Va˜ xJ ′
Given a˜ ∈ J˜ ≥ J, we will denote by Ja˜ the set of all J-denominators
of a˜. It is quite straightforward to verify (see [Mo3, 4.2]).
For any a˜ ∈ J˜Ja˜ is an inner ideal of J(2.1)
Clearly, if a˜ ∈ J then Ja˜ = J, while if a˜ ∈ γ−1J for an element γ in
the centroid, then Ja˜ ⊇ γ2J (indeed, already any x ∈ γJ satisﬁes all the
denominator conditions except (Dii), Ua˜x ∈ J.
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Note that the denominator conditions (Div) and (Div′) are equiva-
lent, since either one implies x ◦ a˜ ∈ J and Vx a˜ + Va˜ x = Va˜◦x. Similarly,
(Diii) and (Diii′) are equivalent in the presence of (Div), since either one
implies Ua˜x2 = Ua˜Ux1 ∈ J or Uxa˜2 = UxUa˜1 ∈ J, and
Ua˜Ux +UxUa˜ −Ua˜◦x = VUa˜x2 − Va˜ xVx a˜ = VUxa˜2 − Vx a˜Va˜ x
Note also that (Di), (Dii) are of different degrees in x and a˜; (Dii) is
the strong condition that a single x can “remove” the denominators from
two a˜’s.
Since the deﬁnition of Ja involves several conditions, it is convenient
to have an easy way of producing J-denominators from simple conditions.
It is especially important to have a condition involving x and a˜, not the
surrounding J, so that x will remain the K-denominator for any larger K,
J ≤ K ≤ J˜.
(2.2) Lemma. Let J ≤ J˜ be Jordan algebras and let a˜ ∈ J˜. If x ∈ J satisﬁes
x ◦ a˜, Uxa˜ ∈ J, then x4 ∈ Ja˜.
Proof. By the previous remarks, we only need to check (Di)–(Div).
By (1.5), we obtain (Di), Ux4 a˜ = U4xa˜ ∈ J. Now, identity (1.7) gives
Uxa˜
2 + Ua˜x2 + x ◦ Ua˜x = a˜ ◦ x2 ∈ J. Let us write p ≡ q if p −
q ∈ J. Then Ux2 a˜2 = U2xa˜2 ≡ −UxUa˜x2 − Uxx ◦ Ua˜x ≡ (by (1.8))
−Uxa˜2 + 2Uxa˜2 − 
x x ◦ a˜ Uxa˜ ≡ 0, since both x ◦ a˜ and Uxa˜ be-
long to J. Thus Ux2 a˜2 ∈ J. Now, for z ∈ J ′, we have by (1.10) that
Ua˜◦x2z ≡ Ua˜Ux2z +Ux2Ua˜z. Since a˜ ◦ x2 = a˜ ◦ x ◦ x− 2Uxa˜ ∈ J, we have
Ua˜Ux2z ≡ −Ux2Ua˜z, and (taking z = 1) we obtain (Dii), Ua˜x4 ≡ −Ux2 a˜2 ∈
J, and (Diii), Ua˜Ux4z = Ua˜Ux2Ux2z ≡ −Ux2Ua˜Ux2z = −UUx2 a˜z ∈ J. Fi-
nally, by (1.9), (Div), Vx4 a˜z = 
z a˜ ◦ x2 x2 − Ux2 a˜ ◦ z ∈ J, since both
a˜ ◦ x2 and Ux2 a˜ = U2xa˜ belong to J.
A nonempty subset S ⊆ J is called a monad if Ust and s2 are in S, for all
s t ∈ S (see [FG1]). This deﬁnition of monad is a little stronger than the
one given by Zelmanov [Z2], where only the ﬁrst condition is required. By
(1.5) and (1.6), InjJ is a monad of J. Moreover, if J is unital, 
1 and
InvJ are also monads.
It follows from the above lemma that if J ≤ Q are Jordan algebras and
q ∈ Q, to have Jq ∩ S =  for some monad s =  it is enough to have
s ∈ S such that s ◦ q and Usq belong to J (since then s4 ∈ Jq ∩ S).
Let J be a subalgebra of a unital Jordan algebra Q and S ⊆ J be a monad
of J. We say that J is an order in Q ≥ J relative to S (or an S-order in Q,
denoted J S Q); equivalently, Q is an algebra of quotients of J relative to
S, if the following conditions hold:
(Qi) every element s ∈ S is invertible in Q,
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(Qii) each element q ∈ Q has a J-denominator in S, and
(Qiii) for all s t ∈ S, UsS ∩UtS = .
It is clear that any unital Jordan algebra J is a S-order in itself for both
monads S = 
1, S = InvJ. Note that (Qiii) (called the common inner
multiple property (CIMP) for S) is a condition intrinsic to S, while (Qi)
depends on how S is embedded in Q and (Qii) depends on all SQ J. The
CIMP (Qiii) naturally leads to common inner multiples for any ﬁnite set of
elements,
(Qiii′) for all s1     sn ∈ S there exists an s ∈
⋂n
1 UsiS.
We can combine (Qii) and (Qiii′) to see
(Qiv) if J S Q is an S-order in Q, the denominator subsets Jq ∩
S have the ﬁnite intersection property
q1     qn ∈ Q⇒ Jq1 ∩ · · · ∩Jqn ∩ S = 
since by (Qii) we may choose si ∈ Jqi ∩ S, so there exists a common
inner multiple s = Us1 t1 = · · · = Usntn for ti ∈ S ⊂ J by (Qiii′); here s =
Usi ti ∈ UJqiJ ⊂ Jqi (by the innerness (2.1)).
Note that by (2.2) the condition (Qii) can be relaxed to
(Qii′) every q ∈ Q has s ∈ S with s ◦ q, Usq ∈ J.
This quickly leads to
(2.3) Corollary. If Q is an algebra of quotients of a subalgebra J relative
to S, the same is true of any larger subalgebra,
J S Q⇒ K S Q for any J ≤ K ≤ Q
Proof. (Qi), (Qiii) depend only on SQ, and in (Qii′) if s ◦ q, Usq ∈ J,
then clearly s ◦ q, Usq ∈ K as well.
Note that (Qi) implies S ⊆ InvQ ∩ J ⊆ InjJ. A classical order is
just an S-order for the full monad S = InjJ (then Q is called a classical
algebra of quotients of J. As will be shown later, orders in nondegenerate
unital Jordan algebras of ﬁnite capacity are classical). (Note that InjJ
satisﬁes (Qi) iff all injective elements of J become invertible in Q, InjJ ⊂
InvQ; i.e., InjJ = InvQ ∩ J = R.) The monad R = InvQ ∩ J is
the maximal subset satisfying (Qi). It plays a large role in the algebra of
quotients, replacing the original monad: as soon as Q is an algebra of S-
quotients for some S, it is already an algebra of R-quotients.
(2.4) Proposition. If J S Q for some monad S then J R Q for R =
InvQ ∩ J.
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Proof. R by deﬁnition satisﬁes (Qi), and it satisﬁes (Qii) since we can
ﬁnd denominators in S ⊆ R. Now we show that (Qiv) by itself already
implies the CIMP for R (although not always for S). If r r ′ ∈ R then by
deﬁnition r−1 r ′−1 exist in Q and have a common denominator s ∈ S ⊆ R
by (Qiv) for S; thus r1 = Ur−1s r ′1 = Ur ′−1s lie in J (by the denominator
condition (Dii) for s) and are invertible in Q (since s ∈ S ⊆ InvQ by
(Qi)), so they lie in R and hence r r ′ have the common inner R-multiple
Urr1 = Ur ′r ′1 = s.
A direct consequence of the deﬁnition of order is the following useful
result.
(2.5) Lemma. Let J S Q be an S-order in a unital Jordan algebra Q.
For I the ideal of Q we have
(i) I = US−1I ∩ J.
Hence,
(ii) I ⊆ L iff I ∩ J ⊆ L ∩ J, for IL ideals of Q, and the mapping
I → I ∩ J is an order-preserving injection of the lattice of ideals of Q into the
lattice of ideals of J.
Proof. (i) Clearly, US−1I ∩ J ⊆ I. Now given q ∈ I, take s ∈ Jq ∩ S.
Then Usq ∈ I ∩ J, and q = Us−1Usq ∈ US−1I ∩ J. Now (ii) follows from
(i).
Under reasonable restrictions, orders pass down to ideals and quotients.
(2.6) Proposition. Let J S Q be an S-order in a unital Jordan algebra
Q.
(i) If I is an ideal of J such that S ∩ I = , then I is an order in Q
relative to the monad S ∩ I.
(ii) If M is an ideal of Q such that M ∩ S = , then J = J/M ∩ J is
an order in Q = Q/M with respect to the monad S = 
s¯  s ∈ S.
Proof. (i) The condition (Qi) is automatic. For (Qii), given q ∈ Q,
if s ∈ S ∩ I and r ∈ Jq ∩ S, we have Urs ∈ Iq ∩ S ∩ I. For (Qiii),
if s1 s2 ∈ S ∩ I, then there are r1 r2 ∈ S such that Us1r1 = Us2r2, hence
setting t1 = Ur1s21, t2 = Ur2s22 ∈ S ∩ I, we have Us1 t1 = Us1Ur1s21 = Us1r12 =
Us2r22 = Us2Ur2s22 = Us2 t2. Thus Us1S ∩ I ∩Us2S ∩ I = .
(ii) It follows immediately from the fact that Ja ⊆ Jq¯ for any
q ∈ Q (note that we are identifying J/M ∩ J and J +M/M).
We have transitivity of orders in the following sense.
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(2.7) Proposition. Let J ≤ Q1 ≤ Q2 be Jordan algebras, where Q1 and
Q2 are unital with the same unit. If J is an order in Q1 relative to the monad
S ⊆ J and Q1 is an order in Q2 relative to the monad T ⊆ Q1, then J is an
order in Q2 with respect to the monad R = InvQ2 ∩ J.
Proof. To begin with, R satisﬁes (Qi). To prove (Qii) and (Qiii) we
will check a version of (Qiv) for R: any q q′ ∈ Q2 have a common J-
denominator in R. By (Qiv) for Q1 and T we can take t ∈ Q1q ∩
Q1q′ ∩ T ⊆ Q1, and by (Qii) for J and S we can ﬁnd s ∈ Jt ∩ S.
Then t1 = Uts is again a Q1-denominator for q q′ by the innerness of the
denominators (2.1), and t1 is again invertible since t s are (by (Qi) for T S
and by InvQ1 ⊆ InvQ2 since Q1Q2 share the same unit); and lies in
J by the denominator condition (Dii) for s; and hence we have replaced
t ∈ T with t1 ∈ R t1 ∈ Q1q ∩Q1q′ ∩R. Since t1 is a Q1-denominator,
all of the elements t1 ◦ t1 ◦ q, Ut1q, Ut21q, t1 ◦ t1 ◦ q′, Ut1q′, and Ut21q′ are
in Q1.
Take a common J-denominator s1 ∈ S for this ﬁnite set of elements (by
(Qiv)), and put r = Ut21 s1 ∈ R. Then Urq = Ut21Us1Ut21q ∈ J, and similarly
Urq
′ ∈ J. Now, by (1.11),
r ◦ q = Ut21 s1 ◦ q
= 
t21  s1 t1 ◦ t1 ◦ q −Ut1
t1 s1 t1 ◦ q − 
t21  s1Ut1q ∈ J
(using the denominator condition (Div′)) and, similarly, r ◦ q′ ∈ J. Thus, by
(2.2), r4 ∈ Jq ∩Jq′ ∩R is a common denominator in R. In particular,
we have thus proved (Qii) that every element in Q2 has a J-denominator
in R.
It remains to show (Qiii) that the monad R satisﬁes CIMP. Indeed, given
r1 r2 ∈ R, we have, by the above version of (Qiv), that there is r ∈ Js−11  ∩
JUs−11 s2 ∩ R. Then t1 = UUs−11 s2r and t2 = Us−11 r belong to R and Us1 t1 =
Us2 t2 is a common R-multiple, which completes the proof.
If we take Q2 = Q1 = Q, T = 
1 in Proposition 2.7, we recover the
result proved in (2.4) that all orders are orders relative to the maximal
monad R = invQ ∩ J.
As in the case of linear Jordan algebras [Z3, FG1], annihilators are com-
patible with orders.
(2.8) Proposition. Let J be an order in a unital Jordan algebra Q relative
to a monad S of J. Then annJX = annQX ∩ J for every X ⊆ J.
Proof. Clearly, annQX ∩ J ⊆ annJX. Conversely, take y ∈ annJX.
To prove that y ∈ annQX, among the four annihilator conditions (Ai),
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(Aii), (Aiv), and (Av) we only need to check (Aiv) and (Av). Thus ﬁx
x ∈ X and q ∈ Q, and take t ∈ Jq ∩ S. By (JP13), we have
Vy xUtq+UtVx yq = Vt qVy xt
but since t and Utq are in J, Vy xUtq = 0 = Vy xt. Hence UtVx yq = 0,
which implies Vx yq = 0 because t is invertible in Q, hence we have (Aiv),
Vx yQ = 0 (note that Q = Q′ is unital). Now, by (JP21), we have
U
x y tq = UxUyUtq+UtUyUxq+ Vx yUtVy xq− Vt qUxUyt
Again, since y ∈ annJX and t Utq ∈ J, we have that 
x y t = 0,
UxUyUtq = 0, and UxUyt = 0; moreover, as seen above, Vy xq = 0. Thus
UtUyUxq = 0, which implies UyUxq = 0 by the invertibility of t in Q again,
hence we have (Av), UyUxQ = 0.
(2.9) Proposition. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra which is an
order in some unital Jordan algebra Q with respect to a monad S of J.
(i) For any nonzero q ∈ Q and s ∈ S, there is s′ ∈ S such that 0 =
UqUs′J ⊆ UsJ.
(ii) If K is an inner ideal of J such that K ∩ S = , then K is an
essential inner ideal of J.
(iii) UqJ ∩ J = 0 for every 0 = q ∈ Q.
(iv) Jq is an essential inner ideal of J for every q ∈ Q.
(v) K ∩ J = 0 for any nonzero inner ideal K of Q.
(vi) Q is also nondegenerate.
(vii) If J is strongly prime, then Q is strongly prime.
Proof. (i) Let 0 = q ∈ Q, and take t ∈ JUs−1q ∩ S. By CIMP,
there exists Usr ∈ UtS ∩ UsS. Then Usr ∈ JUs−1q, and hence
Us−1UqUrUsJ = UUs−1qUUsrJ ⊆ J. Thus UqUUrsJ ⊆ UsJ ∩ UqJ with
s′ = Urs ∈ S, and UqUs′J = 0, since UqUs′qJ = 0 would imply UUs′qJ = 0,
and hence Us′q = 0 by the nondegeneracy of J, which is a contradiction
because s′ is injective and q = 0. Now (iii) is a direct consequence of (i),
(ii) ⇒ (iv) by (Qii), and (ii) follows from (i) by taking s ∈ S ∩K. Finally,
(v), (vi), and (vii) follow from (iii).
Let J ≤ J˜ be Jordan algebras. Then J˜ will be called an innerly tight exten-
sion of J if
(T1) Ua˜J ∩ J = 0 for any 0 = a˜ ∈ J˜, and
(T2) Ja˜ is an essential inner ideal of J for any a˜ ∈ J˜.
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It follows from (T1) that both J and J˜ are nondegenerate and that any
nonzero inner ideal of J˜ hits J. Note also that, by (2.9(iii), (iv)), if J˜ is
an algebra of quotients of a nondegenerate Jordan algebra J, then J˜ is an
innerly tight extension of J. The converse is also true if J˜ has ﬁnite capacity.
(2.10) Proposition. Let J ≤ J˜ be an innerly tight extension. If J˜ is unital
with ﬁnite capacity, then InjJ = J ∩ InjJ˜ and J is a classical order in J˜.
In particular, orders in nondegenerate unital Jordan algebras of ﬁnite capacity
are classical.
Proof. Set R = J ∩ InjJ˜. We show that J˜ is an algebra of R-quotients
of J. As usual, the ﬁrst quotient condition (Qi) is trivial for R.
(Qii) Ja˜ ∩ R =  for any a˜ ∈ J˜. We will show that any essential
inner ideal K of J contains an (injective) element of R and hence that Ja˜
contains an element of R for any a˜ ∈ J˜. Following [Lo3], take a strong
frame (in the Jordan pair sense) 
e1 = e+1  e−1      en = e+n  e−n , where
n is the capacity of J˜. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Ue+i J˜ ∩ J is a nonzero inner ideal of
J by (T1). Hence, by the essentiality of K, there exists 0 = xi ∈ K ∩Ue+i J˜,
1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then x = x1 + · · · + xn is an element of K with rankx =
rankx1 + · · · + rankxn = n [Lo4, (3) and (7) of Prop. 3], and hence x
is invertible in J˜ by [Lo4, Corollary of Prop. 3], so x ∈ J ∩ InvJ˜ = R.
(Qiii) R has the CIMP. Let t r ∈ R. Since Jt−1 ∩ Jr−1 is an
essential inner ideal (by (T2) and since we have just proved (in the proof
of (Qii)) that any essential inner ideal contains an element of R, there exists
s ∈ Jt−1 ∩Jr−1 ∩R. Then s = UtUt−1s = UrUr−1s ∈ UtR∩UrR, since
Ut−1sUr−1s ∈ R by (Dii).
Finally, we claim InjJ = R always R ⊆ InjJ, so we have only to prove
InjJ ⊆ InvJ˜. If x ∈ InjJ then annJx = 0 and hence annJ˜x ∩ J ⊆
annJx = 0, which implies annJ˜x = 0 by inner tightness (T1). Since J˜
coincides with its socle, it follows from (1.18) that x ∈ InvJ˜.
(2.11) Proposition. Let J˜ be an innerly tight extension of a Jordan algebra
J, and let M be an ideal of J˜. Then (i) annJ˜M ∩ J = annJ˜M and (ii)
annJ˜M ∩ J = annJM ∩ J.
Proof. (i) Clearly we have annJ˜M ∩ J ⊇ annJ˜M. On the other
hand, annJ˜M ∩ J ∩ J ⊆ annJM ∩ J, hence annJ˜M ∩ J ∩ M ∩ J = 0
by (1.13(i)) (note that both J and J˜ are nondegenerate by (T1), hence
semiprime, and M ∩ J is an ideal of J). Thus the inner ideal annJ˜M ∩ J ∩
M of J˜ misses J and hence vanishes by (T1). This implies annJ˜M ∩ J ⊆
annJ˜M by (1.16(iii)).
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(ii) The inclusion annJ˜M ∩ J ⊆ annJM ∩ J is clear. Now, take
x ∈ annJM ∩ J. We will have ﬁnished if we prove that UxM ∩ J = 0. In
this case it follows from (T1) that the inner ideal UxM of J˜ vanishes, hence
x ∈ annJ˜M by (1.16(iii)). Let us then show that UxM ∩ J = 0. If Uxz˜ ∈
UxM ∩ J, then UUxz˜M ∩ J = UxUz˜UxM ∩ J = 0 since x ∈ annJM ∩ J.
Therefore, by (1.16(iii)), UxM ∩ J ⊆ annJM ∩ J. But also UxM ∩ J ⊆
M ∩ J, hence UxM ∩ J ⊆ annJM ∩ J ∩ M ∩ J = 0 by (1.13(i)), and the
proof is now complete.
Let R be a subalgebra of a unital associative algebra A. Denote by
InvA the set of invertible elements of A and let M be a multiplicative
subset of R. Recall that a subalgebra R of A is a two-sided order (relative
to M) in A if
(i) M ⊆ InvA, and
(ii) for every a ∈ A, a = u−1x = yv−1, for some x y ∈ R, u v ∈M .
Note that we can always ﬁnd a common denominator; i.e., (ii) is equiva-
lent to
(iii) a = s−1r = ts−1, with r t ∈ R, s ∈M (take s = vu, r = vx, t = yu
in (ii)).
If R has an involution ∗, then ∗ uniquely extends to A if S∗ ⊆ InvA (in
particular, if S∗ ⊆ S). We say that an R with involution ∗R is an order in A
with involution ∗A if R is an order in A, and ∗A is the (unique) extension
of ∗R to R.
Next we relate orders in special Jordan algebras to orders in associative
∗-envelopes.
(2.12) Theorem. Let J be an order in a unital special Jordan algebra Q
(relative to a monad S of J), A a unital associative ∗-envelope of Q, and R
the subalgebra of A generated by J. Then R is a two-sided order in A relative
to the multiplicative semigroup of R generated by S. Moreover, denominators
can be always taken in S.
Proof. Clearly, S ⊆ InvQ ⊆ InvA because AQ share the same
unit. Now take x = q1 · · · qn ∈ A where qi ∈ Q, and let us see inductively
that there is s ∈ S such that sx ∈ R.
For n = 1, taking s ∈ Jq1 ∩ S, we have s2q1 = ss ◦ q1 − Usq1 ∈ R
since s ◦ q1, Usq1 ∈ J. If the result holds for any product on n− 1 elements
of Q, consider x = q1 · · · qn and take sn ∈ S such that snqn ∈ R. Now we
have




±q1 · · · qi ◦ s−1n  · · · qn−1snqn ± s−1n q1 · · · qn−1snqn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Since each q1 · · · qi ◦ s−1n  · · · qn−1 contains n − 1 factors, there are si ∈
S 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 such that the elements siq1 · · · qi ◦ s−1n  · · · qn−1, for
1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, and s0q1 · · · qn−1 are all in R. Now, take t ∈ Us1S ∩ · · · ∩
Usn−1S and r ∈ UtS ∩UUsn s0S. Then r ∈ S has
rq1 · · · qi ◦ s−1n  · · · qn−1 ∈ siSsiq1 · · · qi ◦ s−1n  · · · qn−1 ⊆ siSR ⊆ R
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 and
rs−1n q1 · · · qn−1
∈ sns0snSsns0sns−1n q1 · · · qn−1 ⊆ sns0snSsns0q1 · · · qn−1 ⊆ R
Thus we get rq1 · · · qn ∈ R. Now any x ∈ A is a sum of elements xi =
qi1 · · · qiri , with qij ∈ Q. As we have proved, for each i there is ri ∈ S such
that rixi ∈ R. Thus, if s belongs to all the UriS, then s ∈ S and sx ∈ R.
(2.13) Corollary. Let J be a Jordan algebra which is an order in a unital
special Jordan algebra Q relative to a monad S of J, and let A be a ∗-tight
associative envelope of Q. Then the subalgebra R of A generated by J is a
∗-tight associative envelope of J.
Moreover, if Q is simple, then I ∩ S =  for every nonzero ∗-ideal I of R.
Proof. Clearly, R is an associative envelope of J. Let us now see that
it is ∗-tight. If 0 = I ∗ R is a ∗-ideal of R, then the ∗-ideal idAI ∗ A
generated by I has nonzero intersection with Q by the ∗-tightness of A.
Let 0 = q = ∑uixivi ∈ idAI ∩ Q where the ui vi ∈ A and the xi ∈ I.
By (2.12), there exists s ∈ S such that sui vis ∈ R. Taking t ∈ JUsq ∩ S,
we have that 0 = UtUsq =
∑tsuixivist ∈ I ∩ J, which proves that R is
∗-tight.
If Q is simple, thenA is ∗-simple, and hence if 0 = I ∗ R, then idAI =
A by the ∗-simplicity of A. Hence, by the above property applied to q = 1,
1 ∈ idAI ∩Q implies that there are s t ∈ S such that Uts2 = UtUs1 ∈ I,
so I ∩ S = .
We next show that Jordan algebras of quotients satisfy a universal
property.
(2.14) Theorem. Let J be an S-order in a unital Jordan algebra Q. Then
any homomorphism f from J into a unital Jordan algebra J˜ such that f S ⊆
InvJ˜ extends to a unique homomorphism g Q→ J˜. As a consequence, the
Jordan algebra of quotients relative to a monad is unique up to isomorphism.
Proof. An element a ∈ J will be called a weak J-denominator of q ∈ Q
if Uaq ∈ J. Clearly every J-denominator is a weak J-denominator and, if
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a b ∈ J and a is a weak J-denominator of q, then a2 and Uab are again
weak J-denominators. We deﬁne g Q→ J˜ as
gq = Uf s−1f Usq
where s ∈ S is a weak J-denominator of q. Let us see that this is indepen-
dent of the choice of s.
First we show that it is not changed by taking an inner multiple s′ = Uss1
by any element s1 of S. Then f Uss1−1 = Uf sf s1−1 = Uf s−1f s1−1
and f UUss1q = f UsUs1Usq = Uf sUf stf Usq. Thus
Uf s′−1f Us′q = UUf s−1 f s1−1Uf sUf s1f Usq
= Uf s−1Uf s1−1Uf s−1Uf sUf s1f Usq = Uf s−1f Usq
Now if r ∈ S is another weak J-denominator for q, then r s have a common
S-multiple: there are r1 s1 ∈ S such that r ′ = Urr1 = Uss1 = s′. Then
Uf r−1f Urq = Uf r ′−1f Ur ′q = Uf s′−1f Us′q = Uf s−1f Usq
by what we have just proved. Therefore g Q → J˜ is well deﬁned and
extends f  if a ∈ J and s ∈ S, then ga = gUs−1Usa = Uf s−1f Usa =
U−1f sUf sf a = f a (by the homomorphism property of f on J). Hence
(i)
gUsq = f Usq = Uf sgq for all q ∈ Q and any s ∈ S ∩Jq
Next we show that (i) remains true if we substitute the weak J-denominator
s of q for any t ∈ S. Let s ∈ S be a weak J-denominator for q and take
t ∈ S. By the CIMP, there are s1 t1 ∈ S such that Uss1 = Utt1. Now Ut1 t
is a weak J-denominator for Utq, since UUt1 tUtq = Ut1UUtt1q = Ut1UUss1q.
Thus we have
gUtq = Uf Ut1 t−1f UUt1 tUtq = Uf Ut1 t−1f Ut1UtUt1Utq
= Uf Ut1 t−1Uf t1f UUtt1q = UUf t1−1 f t−1Uf t1f UUtt1q
= UUf t1−1 f t−1Uf t1Uf Utt1gq = Uf tgq
Therefore,
(ii)
gUtq = Uf tgq for all q ∈ Q and t ∈ S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Now if q1 q2 ∈ Q and s1 s2 ∈ S are weak J-denominators for q1 and q2,
respectively, there is a common inner multiple s ∈ Us1S ∩ Us2S which is a
weak J-denominator for both q1 and q2 and hence for q1 + q2. Thus
gq1 + q2 = Uf s−1f Usq1 + q2 = Uf s−1f Usq1 +Usq2
= Uf s−1f Usq1 +Uf s−1f Usq2 = gq1 + gq2
Since clearly gαq = αgq for α ∈ , we have that g is linear,
(iii)
gα1q1 + α2q2 = α1gq1 + α2gq2 for q1 q2 ∈ Qα1 α2 ∈ 
Next, if s ∈ S is a weak J-denominator for q then Usq ◦ s = Usq ◦ s ∈ J,
hence s is a weak J-denominator for q ◦ s and
Uf sgq ◦ s = f Usq ◦ s = f Usq ◦ s = f Usq ◦ f s
= Uf sgq ◦ f s = Uf sgq ◦ f s
Thus, by the assumed invertibility of Uf s on J˜,
(iv)
gq ◦ s = gq ◦ f s
for all q ∈ Q and any weak J-denominator s ∈ S for q
Now if s ∈ S is a weak J-denominator for q then s is also a weak J-
denominator for Uqs2 since UsUqs2 = Usq2 ∈ J. Hence
Uf sgUqs2 = f UsUqs2 = f Usq2 = f Usq2
= Uf sgq2 = Uf sUgqf s2
Thus, canceling Uf s again,
(v)
gUqs2 = Ugqf s2
for all q ∈ Q and any weak J-denominator s ∈ S for q
Now if s ∈ Jq ∩ S is a J-denominator (not just a weak J-denominator)
then s2 ◦ q = s ◦ s ◦ q − 2Usq ∈ J, hence
gs2 ◦ q2 = f s2 ◦ q2 = f s2 ◦ q2 = gs2 ◦ q2 = f s2 ◦ gq2
by (iv), g = f on J, and the homomorphism property of f . Also,
gUqs4 = Ugqf s4
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by (v), and since Uqs2 ∈ J,
gs2 ◦Uqs2 = f s2 ◦ f Uqs2 = f s2 ◦Ugqf s2
again by (v). Since by (1.7),
Us2q
2 = s2 ◦ q2 −Uqs4 − s2 ◦Uqs2
and
Uf s2gq2 = f s2 ◦ gq2 −Ugqf s4 − f s2 ◦Ugqf s2
we obtain gUs2q2 = Uf s2gq2. Thus by (ii) and canceling Uf s2 = U2f s,
(vi)
gq2 = gq2 for all q ∈ Q
To shorten this let us write the identity (1.10) as
UxUy2z +Uy2Uxz = hx ◦ y2 y x ◦ yUyxUy2x2 z = px y z
where h is a Jordan polynomial in six variables. Now let x = q ∈ Q,
and take y = s ∈ S ∩ Jq. Then all q ◦ s2 s q ◦ sUsqUs2q2 are
in J, so for any z ∈ J, pq s z ∈ J. Applying Us2 to both sides of
Us2Uqz = pq s z −UqUs2z, we obtain Us4Uqz = Us2pq s z −UUs2qz ∈
J, hence s4 is a weak J-denominator for Uqz. Analogously, we have
Uf s4Ugqf z = Uf s2pgq f s f z −UUf s2gqf z. Now
pgq f s f z
= hgq ◦ f s2 f s gq ◦ f sUf sgqUf s2gq2 f z
= hf q ◦ s2 f s f q ◦ s f Usq f Us2q2 f z
= f pq s z by (iv), (i), and (vi),
and
UUf s2gqf z = Uf Us2qf z = f UUs2qz
Thus Uf s4Ugqf z = f Us4Uqz and by (i) and canceling Uf s4 we get
(vii)
gUqz = Ugqf z for all q ∈ Q and z ∈ J
Now if q1 q2 ∈ Q and s ∈ S is a J-denominator for q2, then
Uq1q2 = UsUs−1Uq1Us−1Usq2 = UsUUs−1q1Usq2
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hence
gUq1q2 = gUsUUs−1q1Usq2
= Uf sgUUs−1q1Usq2 by (ii)
= Uf sUgUs−1q1f Usq2 by (vii)
= Uf sUgUs−1q1Uf sgq2
= UUf sgUs−1q1gq2 = Ugq1gq2 by (ii)
Therefore
(viii)
gUq1q2 = Ugq1gq2 for all q1 q2 ∈ Q
Then we get that g Q → J˜ is a homomorphism (by (iii), (vi), and (viii))
and clearly extends f . The uniqueness of g is clear.
3. NOT SO BASIC RESULTS ON ORDERS
In our previous section we drew some conclusions on orders from rather
elementary purely combinatorial arguments. We next make use of structure
theory to further understand the relationship between algebras and their
orders and, in particular, to move niceness conditions from the ﬁrst to the
latter. We begin with a direct application of the last result of Section 2,
combined with Zelmanov’s Prime Dichotomy Theorem.
The centroid 5J of a Jordan algebra J is deﬁned (see [Mc4]) to be the
set {
T ∈ EndJ  TUx = UxT TVx = VxT Tx2 = T 2x2
UTx = T 2Ux for all x ∈ J
}

Note that if J is unital then the conditions reduce to two: (i) TUx = UxT
and (ii) UTx = T 2Ux (cf. [Mc4]). If J is nondegenerate, then 5J is a unital
commutative ring, and J can be considered as an algebra over 5J. For a
strongly prime Jordan algebra J, the centroid is a domain acting faithfully
on J, so we can pass to the central closure J = 5J−1J. If J is actually
simple, then this is not necessary since 5J is already a ﬁeld.
(3.1) Theorem. Let J be an order in a unital simple Jordan algebra Q.
Then J is strongly prime.
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Proof. Let J be an S-order in Q. If Q is exceptional, we have by [McZ,
15.5] that Q is a 27-dimensional algebra over its centroid 5. Take q1     q27
as a basis for Q. Now 5J ⊆ Q is a subalgebra of Q, and if we take s ∈ S
such that Usqi ∈ J, 1 ≤ i ≤ 27, then Usq1     Usq27 ∈ 5J and are linearly
independent over 5 (since
∑
γiUsqi = 0 gives Us
∑
γiqi = 0, and hence∑
γiqi = 0 because s is invertible in Q). Thus 5J = Q and hence it is clear
that J is strongly prime since Q is.
Suppose then that Q is special. Take a ∗-tight associative envelope A of
Q, and let R be the subalgebra of A generated by J. Since every nonzero ∗-
ideal of R contains an injective element by (2.13), R has no nonzero locally
nilpotent ideals, and hence J is nondegenerate (see [S1] and the remark on
page 116 of [Mo1]). Now, sinceR is ∗-prime, J is also prime by [Mo1, 2.4].
It would be interesting to have a more combinatorial proof of this result
along the lines of Zelmanov’s proof [Z3, Lemma 1] of the corresponding
assertion in the linear case, which is similar to its associative counterpart
[St]. The problem here, as often occurs in quadratic theory, is the nonlin-
earity of the generation of ideals or, in other words, that ideals in quadratic
Jordan algebras are not merely outer ideals.
In view of the associative and linear–Jordan precedents, one should
expect a stronger conclusion with the hypothesis of (3.1), namely, the
existence of injective elements in every nonzero ideal of J. This will again
be based on structure theory and, more precisely, on the PI/non-PI dis-
tinction, so our ﬁrst aim is gaining a deeper understanding of Jordan
PI-algebras. We begin with an analogue of the Posner–Formanek–Rowen
Theorem [Ro3, 6.1.28].
Strongly prime PI-algebras have been dealt with in [ACMo1], but here we
are interested in nondegenerate algebras. We will need this more general
case when studying the singular ideal in Section 6. Recall (see [Lo2]) that
a structural transformation between Jordan pairs V and W is pair of maps
T T ∗ where T  V + → W + and T ∗ W − → V − (in the opposite direction)
are -linear maps satisfying QT x = TQxT ∗ and QT ∗y = T ∗QyT for all
x ∈ V + and y ∈ W −. A structural transformation on a Jordan algebra J
is a linear map T on J such that there exists T ∗ satisfying that T T ∗ is
a structural transformation on the Jordan pair J J. By (1.6), if J is a
Jordan algebra and x ∈ J, then Ux is a structural transformation on J, with
Ux∗ = Ux.
(3.2) Lemma. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra and I an ideal of
J. If c ∈ I has VcUc ∈ 5I, then VcUc ∈ 5J.
Proof. Since J is a subdirect product of strongly prime Jordan algebras
[T, Corollary 4], it sufﬁces to prove the result for a strongly prime Jordan
algebra. Thus we assume that J is strongly prime. Moreover, since VcUc ∈
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5J ′, for a tight unital hull J ′, implies VcUc ∈ 5J, and since I is still an
ideal of J ′, we can assume that J is unital. By [LoN, Prop. 1.10], we have
∗ T1 − T2 = 0⇒ T ∗1 − T ∗2 = 0
for structural transformations Ti on a nondegenerate Jordan algebra. Here
I remains strongly prime (by [Mc3] or [Z1]), so (assuming c is nonzero)
Uc ∈ 5I is injective on I, therefore
∗∗ UcM = 0⇒M = 0
for any linear transformation M with MJ ⊆ I. Combining these, we show
that the centroid condition UcUy = UyUc on I for y ∈ I implies UcUx =
UxUc on J for x ∈ J. Since y = Ucx ∈ I and UcJ ⊆ I, we have on J
that 0 = !UcUy"Uc = Uc!UcUx"U2c , hence !UcUx"U2c = 0 by ∗∗; so
U2c !UxUc" = 0 by ∗, and !UxUc" = 0 by ∗∗ again. From this the other
condition follows: UUcx = UcUxUc = U2c Ux. Therefore Uc ∈ 5J.
Using this commutativity we can quickly show that Vc ∈ 5J VcUx =
UxVc and UVcx = V 2c Ux by applying ∗∗ to U3c VcUx − UxVcJ =VcUcUxUc − UcUxUcVcUcJ ⊆ VcUy − UyVcI = 0 and to U3c UVcx −
V 2c UxJ = UcUVcxUc − V 2c UcUxUcUcJ ⊆ UUcUVcx − V 2c UUcxI ⊆ UVcy −
V 2c UyI = 0, since y = Ucx ∈ I and Uc ∈ 5I.
Next we need the following trivial lemma on nonidentities. Given a
Jordan polynomial h ∈ FJX (where FJX is the free Jordan algebra on
a countably inﬁnite set X of indeterminates), put Lh ≤ FJX to denote
the set of all partial linearizations of h.
(3.3) Lemma. If J is a Jordan algebra over  and h ∈ FJX does not
vanish in some scalar extension 7J, then some g ∈ Lh does not vanish in J.
Proof. If ha1     an = 0 for some ai ∈ 7J, where ai =
∑
λijbij with
λij ∈ 7 and bij ∈ J, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then ha1     an is a linear combination
of elements gbi1     bim with g ∈ Lh, so if all these vanish, h does,
too.
Recall [Ra, Theorem 3] that there is a nonvanishing central polynomial
h3 ∈ FJX for all split Albert algebras J = HC3 γ. In fact, h3 is scalar
rather than central: h3J = 1. Suppose now that J is an arbitrary Jor-
dan algebra. A Jordan polynomial g ∈ FJX will be called central for J if
Uz Vz ∈ 5J for all z ∈ gJ. As a consequence of the existence of non-
vanishing central polynomials for split Albert algebras and of the structure
of strongly prime exceptional Jordan algebras, we obtain the following.
(3.4) Proposition. Any strongly prime exceptional Jordan algebra J has a
central polynomial. Moreover, that polynomial is either an identity or a non-
vanishing central polynomial for any other exceptional Jordan algebra.
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Proof. By prime dichotomy [McZ, 15.1], J is an Albert form, that is,
J has a split scalar extension J˜ = J ⊗5 7 over a 5-ﬁeld 7 5 = 5J is
the centroid of J) which is the split Albert algebra J˜ = HC3 γ. Then, by
[Ra, Theorem 3], h3J˜ = 71 and, by (3.3), there is g ∈ Lh3 which does
not vanish on J. Moreover, g is central for any strongly prime exceptional
Jordan algebra.
(3.5) Remark. While the center of a linear Jordan algebra is a well-
deﬁned object, the corresponding notion does not seem to have been in-
vestigated for quadratic Jordan algebras. However, it is clear that if z is a
central element in a linear Jordan algebra J, then Uz Vz ∈ 5J, so this
last condition could be considered as a kind of centrality for elements of
any Jordan algebra. Bearing this in mind, the next theorem is an extension
to quadratic Jordan algebras of a corresponding result for linear Jordan al-
gebras due to Zelmanov [Z1, Theorem 5] and an analogue of the Posner–
Formanek–Rowen Theorem [Ro3, 6.1.28] for associative rings.
(3.6) Theorem. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan PI-algebra. Then, for
any nonzero ideal I of J, there is 0 = z ∈ I such that Uz Vz ∈ 5J.
Proof. In view of (3.2) it is enough to prove the theorem for I = J,
since nondegeneracy is inherited by I. Now, J is a subdirect product of
strongly prime Jordan algebras Jα. Suppose ﬁrst that J is not i-special,
and let SpXFJX be the ideal of special identities on a countably
inﬁnite set X. Then SpJ J and SpJ is a subdirect product of the ideals
SpJα Jα. Since SpJα = 0 if Jα is i-special, it follows by the Prime
Dichotomy Theorem that SpJ is a subdirect product of those SpJβ
such that Jβ is exceptional (and hence an Albert algebra). Moreover, each
SpJβ is again a strongly prime exceptional Jordan algebra. Thus, by (3.2)
again, we may assume that J = SpJ is a subdirect product of strongly
prime exceptional Jordan algebras Jβ = SpJβ. Now, by (3.4), there exists
gx1     xn ∈ FJX which is a central polynomial for all Jβ and which
does not vanish on some Jβ0 . Take a1     an ∈ J such that ga1     an =
0 where ai is the projection of ai on Jβ0 . Then a = ga1     an = 0 has
Ua Va ∈ 5J, since this holds in any Jβ.
Suppose then that J is i-special, hence special by [McZ, 15.4]. Take a
nonzero hermitian ideal XFSJX, with FSJX, the free special
Jordan algebra on a countably inﬁnite set X. Consider ﬁrst the case that
J = 0. Then J = H0A ∗ is an ample subspace of HA ∗ for
some associative ∗-envelope A ∗ of J [McZ, 1.3]. We can assume that A
is a ∗-tight associative envelope and hence that A is semiprime. Also, since
J is PI, so is J = H0A ∗, and hence A is PI by a theorem of Amitsur
[Am]. Then, by [Ro3, 6.11.28], the center ZA of A is nonzero. Moreover,
ZA ∩ H0A ∗ = 0, since otherwise, for all z ∈ ZA, z = −z∗ and
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z2 = −zz∗ = 0, which leads to contradiction because A is semiprime. Then,
taking 0 = z ∈ ZA ∩ H0A ∗, we have Uz Vz ∈ 5J, and since
J J, we conclude that Uz Vz ∈ 5J by (3.2).
Finally, if J = 0 for any hermitian ideal XFSJX, then J is a
subdirect product of Clifford algebras Jα. Then, by [McZ, 8.8], !x1 x2"2 is
a central polynomial for all Jα. If !x1 x2"2 is actually an identity for all Jα,
and hence for the whole J, then any z ∈ J has Uz Vz ∈ 5J by [McZ, 9.1].
If !x1 x2"2 does not vanish for a Jβ, we can argue as in the case of Albert
algebras.
We have ﬁnally at hand all the ingredients for the announced improve-
ment of (3.1).
(3.7) Theorem. If J is an order in a simple unital Jordan algebra Q, then
every nonzero ideal of J contains an injective element.
Proof. Suppose ﬁrst that J is PI. Then it follows from (3.6) that any
nonzero ideal contains an injective element (J has no 5-torsion since it is
strongly prime by (3.1)). If J is not PI, then Q is not PI either, and by
the classiﬁcation of simple Jordan algebras [McZ, 15.5], Q = Q, where
X is a hermitian ideal. Moreover, Q = H0A ∗ is an ample subspace,
where A is a ∗-tight associative envelope of Q. Set R = algAJ. Given
any nonzero ideal I of J, we have by the semiprimeness of J (3.1) that
I1 = 0 and hence (by (2.13)) we can take t1 ∈ idRI1 ∩ InjJ. Then (by
(1.12(iii))) t = tn1 ∈ algRI ∩ InjJ for some positive integer n. Take now
I = J, which is nonzero because J is not PI. By the above, there exists
r ∈ algRJ ∩ InjJ, and hence s = rr∗ ∈ J ∩ InjJ since X is
hermitian. Then (by [McZ, 2.4]) u = tsmt∗ ∈ I ∩ InjJ for some positive
integer m.
4. JORDAN ALGEBRAS HAVING PI-ELEMENTS
As we have mentioned in the introduction and illustrated in the previous
section, a general problem-solving strategy in Jordan theory is to distinguish
between PI and non-PI algebras. In this section we examine the ﬁrst and,
more generally, algebras having nonzero PI-elements. This turns out to be
the right condition to deal with the problems involved in Goldie theory.
This will become apparent in the next section where we complete the study
of the uniform dimension, which we introduce here.
Let J be a Jordan algebra. For a subject X ⊆ J, we denote by !X"J (or
simply by !X" if J is understood) the inner ideal of J generated by X.
We say that a family 
Kii∈I of nonzero inner ideals of J forms a direct
sum if (note the bracket!!) Ki ∩ !
∑
j =i Kj"J = 0 for each i ∈ I. A Jordan
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algebra is called a Goldie Jordan algebra if it has the ascending chain con-
dition on annihilators (equivalently, dcc) and has no inﬁnite direct sums
of inner ideals (we denote this last condition by acc(⊕)). As for associa-
tive algebras, if J is a Jordan algebra we deﬁne the uniform (or Goldie)
dimension of J udimJ as the supremum of the n ≥ 1 such that there
are K1    Kn nonzero inner ideals of J which form a direct sum. The
uniform dimension may be inﬁnite, but it will be seen later that, for non-
degenerate Jordan algebras, having ﬁnite uniform dimension is equivalent
to acc⊕.
(4.1) Proposition. (i) udimJ˜ ≤ udimJ whenever J is an innerly
essential subalgebra of some J˜ (in the sense that it intersects every nonzero
inner ideal of J˜ nontrivially).
(ii) udimJ ≤ udim5−1inj J for nondegenerate J, where 5inj is the
monoid of injective elements of 5J.
(iii) In particular, whenever J is strongly prime, we have udimJ =
udim5−1J and J has acc⊕ iff 5−1J does.
Proof. (i) Any direct sum 
K˜i of nonzero inner ideals in J˜ determines
a direct family 
Ki = J ∩ K˜i of the same cardinality as long as the Ki are
nonzero (e.g. if J is innerly essential).
(ii) If 
Ki is a direct sum of nonzero inner ideals in J, we may
assume that they are 5-invariant (taking UKiJ instead of Ki if necessary,
which is nonzero by nondegeneracy). Then 
K˜i = 5−1injKi is a family of
inner ideals in J˜ = 5−1inj J of the same cardinality which are nonzero (J
embeds faithfully in 5−1inj J by the injectivity of 5inj) and direct (clearing
denominators in the monoid 5−1inj and using 5-invariance of the Ki).
(iii) If J is prime we know 5inj = 5 − 
0 and 5−1inj J = 5−1J, and J
is innerly essential since every 0 = k˜ ∈ K˜ has the form γ−1x for γ ∈ 5,
0 = x ∈ J, hence 0 = UxJ = Uk˜γ2J ⊆ J ∩ K˜ by nondegeneracy.
Since nondegenerate artinian Jordan algebras have a ﬁnite global bound
on the length of chains of inner ideals ([Mc1]) (noting that if Ki are in-
dependent then K1 ⊂ !K1 + K2" ⊂ · · · forms a proper increasing chain of
inner ideals), they have ﬁnite uniform dimension. Reciprocally, if J is simple
with ﬁnite capacity, it is either artinian or the Jordan algebra of a nonde-
generate quadratic form containing an inﬁnite-dimensional totally-isotropic
vector subspace (see [Mc1]); since in the latter case the inner ideals are
precisely the totally isotropic subspaces, if J has acc⊕, then J must be ar-
tinian.
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(4.2) Proposition. Let J be a strongly prime Jordan PI-algebra. Then
(i) J is a classical order in the simple unital Jordan algebra Q = 5−1J.
(ii) J is an order in a simple artinian Jordan algebra Q if and only if J
has acc⊕. Moreover, udimJ = udimQ.
Proof. (i) We will show that the central closure 5−1J (which is simple
with ﬁnite capacity, by [ACMo1, 1.1 and 5.2]) is an innerly tight extension
of J (and hence J is a classical order in 5−1J by (2.10)). We have (T1) since
q = γ−1a ∈ 5−1J ⇒ UqJ ∩ J = γ−2UaJ ∩ J ⊇ γ−2Uaγ2J = UaJ = 0 by
nondegeneracy. And we have (T2): each Jq is essential since if q = γ−1a
it contains γ2J (see the addendum to (2.1)), where 0 = γ ∈ 5 (J strongly
prime, so 5 is injective), and the ideal γJ is an essential inner ideal (if K
is a nonzero inner ideal then 0 = UKJ by nondegeneracy, so 0 = γUKJ (by
injectivity) = UKγJ ⊆ K ∩ γJ).
(ii) If J is an order in Q, then Q ∼= 5−1J by (2.14) and (i). Hence it
follows by (4.1(iii)) and the above remark on the structure of nondegener-
ate artinian Jordan algebras that udimJ = udim5−1J, and J has acc⊕
iff 5−1J is artinian.
We will see later that, in any strongly prime Jordan algebra J, acc⊕ is
equivalent to udimJ < ∞ and that if J is a classical order in some Q,
then udimJ = udimQ.
Following [Mo2], for a nondegenerate Jordan algebra J the set PIJ of
all elements a ∈ J, such that the local algebra Ja of J at a is a PI-algebra,
is an ideal of J. The elements of PIJ will be called PI-elements. As men-
tioned in the Introduction, in our study of the notions of Goldie theory we
will make use of the distinction between algebras with PI-elements and al-
gebras without PI-elements rather than between PI and non-PI algebras.
Therefore our next aim is to extend (4.2) to algebras with PI-elements.
Recently, one of the authors adapted in [Mo3] the linear notions of ex-
tended centroid and extended central closure (see [EMaO]) to (quadratic)
Jordan algebras. For a nondegenerate J we will denote by CJ the ex-
tended centroid of J and by J˜ = CJJ the extended central closure of J.
If J is strongly prime then CJ is a ﬁeld and J˜ is strongly prime as well.
Moreover, we have the following result that will be used in what follows:
(4.3) Lemma. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra, then its extended
central closure J˜ = CJJ is an innerly tight extension of J, and for any essen-
tial ideal I of J and any nonzero a˜ ∈ J˜, Ua˜I = 0 implies a˜ = 0.
Proof. First, by [Mo3, 4.3], for every a˜ ∈ J˜, Ja˜ contains an es-
sential ideal of J, hence Ja˜ is essential and (T2) holds. Moreover,
since Ua˜Ja˜ ⊆ J, to prove (T1) it sufﬁces to show the last assertion.
So suppose that Ua˜I = 0 for the essential ideal I of J, then Ua˜I˜ = 0 for
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the ideal I˜ = CJI of J˜. Thus a˜ ∈ annJ˜I˜ by (1.16). But annJ˜I˜ ∩ J ⊆
annJI = 0 (by essentiality of I), hence annJ˜I˜ = 0 by the tightness of J˜
over J ([Mo3, 3.8]), and a˜ = 0.
(4.4) Lemma. Let J be a strongly prime Jordan algebra such that PIJ ∩
InjJ = . Then J is PI.
Proof. Let J˜ = CJJ be the extended central closure of J. Since J
is strongly prime with PIJ = 0, we have by [Mo3, 3.8 and 5.1] that J˜
is strongly prime with PIJ˜ = SocJ˜ and PIJ˜ ∩ J = PIJ. Thus it will
sufﬁce to prove that PIJ˜ = J˜ is PI, since then PIJ = PIJ˜ ∩ J = J, too.
But if we write s = e+ as part of a Jordan pair idempotent e = e+ e− =
s s˜, then by the Peirce decomposition [Lo1, p. 44] of the Jordan pair
V = J˜ J˜ we have V −0 e ⊕ V −1 e = KerQe+ = KerQs = 0 by the
injectivity of s. So V +0 e ⊕ V +1 e = 0 by the nondegeneracy of the Jordan
pair V (by [LoN, Lemma 4.1] the Peirce subpairs Vie, i = 0 1 2, inherit
nondegeneracy, and hence V −i e = 0 ⇒ V +i e = 0). Then V = V2e
and Us = Qe+ is surjective, so the algebra J˜ has a unit element and s is
invertible, in which case s ∈ PIJ˜ implies PIJ˜ = J˜, as desired.
Next, we will relate the uniform dimension of a strongly prime Jordan
algebra to that of its extended central closure.
(4.5) Lemma. Let J be a strongly prime Jordan algebra and J˜ = CJJ its
extended central closure. Then udimJ = udimJ˜ and J has acc⊕ if and
only if J˜ does.
Proof. Since, by (4.3), J˜ ⊇ J is an innerly tight extension, (4.1(i)) gives
the inequality udimJ˜ ≤ udimJ. Now, if K is an inner ideal of J, then
CJK is an inner ideal of J˜. Moreover, if q˜ ∈ CJK is nonzero we can
write q˜ = ∑µiki for some ki ∈ Kµi ∈ CJ. Since there are only ﬁnitely
many µi, we can choose a representation fi I for each µi where the
nonzero ideal I of J is the same for all µi [Mo3, 1.14]. Then the ideal UIJ
satisﬁes










ki fifjUIJ kj ⊆ UKJ ⊆ K
(where the ﬁrst inclusion follows from the very deﬁnition of the ex-
tended centroid [Mo3], f UIJ ⊆ I). We can use this to show that if

Ki is a family of inner ideals of J that form a direct sum, then the
family 
CJKi of inner ideals of J˜ also is a direct sum. Indeed, sup-
pose that there exists an index i0 such that CJKi0 ∩ !
∑
i =i0 CJKi"J˜ = 0.
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Since !∑i =i0 CJKi"J˜ = CJ!∑i =i0 Ki"J , we have by the above that
for any 0 = q˜ ∈ CJKi0 ∩ !
∑
i =i0 CJKi"J˜ , we can ﬁnd nonzero ideals
I0 I J such that Uq˜UI0J ⊆ Ki0 and Uq˜UIJ ⊆ !
∑
i =i0 Ki"J . Therefore,
Uq˜UI0J ∩ UIJ ⊆ Ki0 ∩ !
∑
i =i0 Ki"J = 0, which is a contradiction by (4.3)
since UI0J ∩ UIJ = 0 by primeness. This shows that the CJKi’s form a
direct sum in J˜, and hence udimJ = udimJ˜.
(4.6) Proposition. Let J be a strongly prime Jordan algebra with PIJ =
0. Then
(i) J is a classical order in a simple unital Jordan algebra Q if and only
if J is PI.
(ii) J is a classical order in a simple artinian Jordan algebra Q if and
only if J has acc⊕.
Proof. (i) We have already seen in (4.2(i)) that if J is PI then it is an
order in its central closure, which is simple and unital. So suppose that J is
an order in a simple unital Jordan algebra Q. Since PIJ = 0, we have by
(3.7) that PIJ contains an injective element. Hence, by (4.4), J is PI.
(ii) If J is a classical order in a simple artinian Jordan algebra Q, J
is PI by (i), and hence has acc⊕ by (4.2(ii)). Reciprocally, suppose that
J has acc⊕. By (4.2(ii)) it sufﬁces to show that J is PI. Let J˜ be the ex-
tended central closure of J; then J˜ has acc⊕ by (4.5). Also, by [Mo3, 5.1],
0 =PIJ ⊆ PIJ˜= SocJ˜, but SocJ˜ is idempotent-ﬁnite, so SocJ˜ is
unital, and hence J˜= SocJ˜ = PIJ˜ is PI. Thus J ⊆ J˜ is also PI.
5. JORDAN ALGEBRAS WITHOUT PI-ELEMENTS AND
UNIFORM DIMENSION
In this section, we study the relationship between the uniform dimension
of a special Jordan algebra J and that of a ∗-tight associative envelope
R of J (by comparing inner ideals of J with one-sided ideals of R), with
the aim of proving in (5.12) that a strongly prime Jordan algebra having
acc⊕ has also ﬁnite uniform dimension. Since any strongly prime Jordan
algebra with PI elements and having acc⊕ is actually PI (by (4.6)), and
since for strongly prime PI Jordan algebras the equivalence between the
acc⊕ condition and ﬁnite uniform dimension was already proved in (4.2),
it will sufﬁce to focus attention on Jordan algebras J without PI elements;
i.e., PIJ = 0. To save space, such a Jordan algebra will be called PI-less.
We start with a remark that will be frequently used in this section.
(5.1) Lemma. Every PI-less strongly prime Jordan algebra J is special of
hermitian type.
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Proof. Otherwise, by [McZ, 15.2], J is Albert or Clifford, and in both
cases the central closure J˜ = 5−1J is PI. Hence PIJ = PIJ˜ ∩ J = J,
which is a contradiction.
(5.2) Alternate Lemma. (i) If a semiprime associative ∗-algebra R
satisﬁes a GPI∗ (generalized polynomial identity with involution) aX +
X∗a∗ = 0 for some a ∈ R, then aRa∗ ⊆ PIR (where PIR is the set of
all elements of a ∈ R such that the local algebra of R at a is PI). In fact, the
local algebras Rb for b ∈ aRa∗ are commutative.
(ii) If J is a PI-less strongly prime special Jordan algebra with ∗-tight
associative envelope R, and aIa∗ = 0 for some nonzero ideal I of J, then R
satisﬁes the GPI∗ aX +X∗a∗ = 0 and idRa ∩ idRa∗ = 0. In particular,
if R is prime (not merely ∗-prime), then aIa∗ = 0⇒ a = 0.
Proof. (i) Let 0 = b ∈ aRa∗. Then R satisﬁes the GPI bXbYb −
bYbXb = 0 (since b∗ = −b, XbY − YbX = XbY + XbY ∗ + Y ∗bX +
X∗ − Y + Y ∗bX is killed by Ub); equivalently, the local algebra Rb of R
at b is commutative. Thus aRa∗ ⊆ PIR.
(ii) By (5.1), J is of hermitian type. Let XFSJX be a hermi-
tian ideal and put L = I ∩J1, which is a nonzero ideal of J because
J = 0 and J is prime. Taking S = algRL, we have that L = H0S ∗
is an ample subspace of HS ∗ (see [ACMo2, 2.1]) and that S satisﬁes the
GPI∗ aX +X∗a∗ = 0. Since R is contained in the symmetric Martindale
ring of quotients QsS (see [McZ, p. 147]), R also satisﬁes aX +X∗a∗ =
0 by [BMiS]. Hence it follows from (i) (since J is PI-less) that aRa∗ = 0,
so idRaidRa∗ = 0 and, by semiprimeness, idRa ∩ idRa∗ = 0. In par-
ticular, if R is prime, then aIa∗ = 0⇒ a = 0.
The above lemma leads us to considering the ∗-prime associative algebras
which are not prime.
(5.3) Splitting Ideal Lemma. Let R be a ∗-prime associative algebra
which is not prime. Then there exists an ideal P of R satisfying the follow-
ing equivalent conditions:
(i) PP∗ = 0 and P is maximal with respect to this property,
(ii) P ∩ P∗ = 0 and P is maximal with respect to this property,
(iii) P is a prime ideal with P ∩ P∗ = 0 and such that, for any ideal I
of R satisfying I ∩ I∗ = 0, either I ⊆ P or I ⊆ P∗,
(iv) P∗ equals the annihilator of P .
Proof. Since R is not prime, we can take an ideal P of R which is
maximal with respect to the property PP∗ = 0; equivalently, P ∩ P∗ = 0 (by
the semiprimeness of R).
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(ii) ⇒ (iii). First we note that the ideal P is semiprime: If I2 ⊆ P for
some ideal I ⊇ P of R, then II∗2 ⊆ I2 ∩ I∗2 ⊆ P ∩ P∗ = 0 ⇒ (by the ∗-
primeness of R) II∗ = 0⇒ (by the maximality of P) I = P . Let us now see
that the ideal P is prime. If K and L are ideals of R containing P such that
P = K ∩L with P = K and P = L, then K ∩K∗ = 0 and L∩L∗ = 0 by the
maximality of P , but K ∩K∗ ∩ L ∩ L∗ = P ∩ P∗ = 0, which contradicts
the ∗-primeness of R. Now, if I ∩ I∗ = 0 ⊆ P for an ideal I of R, then
I ⊆ P or I∗ ⊆ P by the primeness of P .
(iii) ⇒ (iv). Since P ∩ P∗ = 0, P∗ ⊆ annP. Conversely, annP ∩
annP∗ = annP ∩ annP∗ = annP +P∗ = 0 (by the ∗-primeness of R)
implies annP ⊆ P∗, since annP ⊆ P is not possible by the semiprime-
ness of R.
(iv) ⇒ (ii). Let P be an ideal of R such that P∗ = annP. Clearly,
P ∩ P∗ = 0 by the semiprimeness of R, and if I is an ideal of R such that
P ⊆ I and I ∩ I∗ = 0, then I∗ ⊆ annI ⊆ annP = P∗, which implies
I = P .
An ideal P of a ∗-prime (but not prime) associative algebra R will be
called a ∗-splitting ideal if it satisﬁes the equivalent conditions of the above
lemma. Since P is unique up to conjugation by ∗, we will abuse language
and speak about the ∗-splitting ideal.
(5.4) Lemma. Let R be a ∗-prime associative algebra which is not prime,
and let P be the ∗-splitting ideal of R. Then udimR = uldimP +
urdimP, where uldim (respectively, urdim) means left (respectively, right)
uniform dimension (since R has an involution, we need not distinguish
between left and right uniform dimensions of R).
Proof. For any left ideal L of R, L ∩ P = 0 or L ⊆ P∗: L ∩ P = 0 ⇒
PL = 0⇒ L ⊆ annRP = P∗ by (5.3(iv)). Hence, udimR ≤ uldimP +
uldimP∗ = uldimP + urdimP. Conversely, if 
Li and 
Rj form di-
rect sums of nonzero left ideals of P and right ideals of P , respectively,
then 
PLi forms a direct sum nonzero left ideal of R PLi = 0 ⇒ Li ⊆
P ∩ annRP = 0 by the semiprimeness of R), and similarly 
RjP forms a
direct sum nonzero right ideal of R. Since P ∩ P∗ = 0, 
PLi ∪ 
P∗R∗j  is a
direct sum of left ideals of R. Thus udimR ≥ uldimP + urdimP.
We will say that a ∗-prime associative algebra R is thin if it is not prime
and either uldimP = 1 or urdimP = 1 for the ∗-splitting ideal P of
R. The next proposition shows that this deﬁnition has good behavior with
respect to the algebra of quotients.
(5.5) Proposition. Let R be an associative ∗-algebra which is an order
in a unital associative ∗-algebra A (relative to a multiplicative subset S of R).
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Then:
(i) L = S−1L∩R for every left ideal L of A. In particular, L = 0⇔
L ∩ R = 0.
(ii) uldimAL = uldimRL ∩ R for every left ideal L of A. In par-
ticular, udimA = udimR.
(iii) annAI ∩ R = annRI ∩ R for every ideal I of A.
(iv) If R is semiprime, then A is semiprime.
(v) If R is semiprime, then R is ∗-)prime if and only if A is ∗-)prime.
(vi) If R is ∗-prime, then R is thin if and only if A is thin.
Proof. (i) is clear. To prove (ii), note that (by (i)) any direct sum 
Li
of nonzero left ideals of A Li ⊆ L gives rise to the direct sum 
Li ∩ R
of nonzero left ideals of R, so uldimAL ≤ uldimRL ∩ R. Conversely,
if 
Ni is a direct sum of nonzero left ideals of RNi ⊆ L, then 
ANi =
S−1Ni forms a direct sum of nonzero left ideals of A.
(iii) For I ideal of R, we have by (i) that rannAI ∩ R =
rannAS−1I ∩ R ∩ R = rannRI ∩ R, where rann stands for right
annihilator. A similar result holds for left annihilators.
(iv) We prove a stronger fact: qRq = 0 ⇒ q = 0 for q ∈ A (so that
qAq = 0 ⇒ q = 0 and A is semiprime). Indeed, take s ∈ S with sq ∈ R,
then sqRsq ⊆ sqRq = 0⇒ sq = 0 (by the semiprimeness of R) ⇒ q = 0.
(v) Both R and A are semiprime by (iv), and since every nonzero
ideal of A hits R by (i), ∗-)prime of A follows from ∗-)prime of R. Recip-
rocally, if A is ∗-)prime and IK are ∗-)ideals of R with IK = 0, then for
any q ∈ KAI, qRq ⊆ KAIRKAI ⊆ KAIKAI = 0, hence q = 0 by what has
been proved in (iv). Thus KAI = 0, hence K = 0 or I = 0 by the ∗-)prime
of A.
(vi) Suppose ﬁnally that R is ∗-prime but not prime (equivalently,
A is ∗-prime but not prime by (v)), and let P be the ∗-splitting ideal of
A. Using the characterization (5.3(iv)), it is easy to see that P ∩ R is the
∗-splitting ideal of R. By (iii), annRP ∩ R = annAP ∩ R = P∗ ∩ R =
P ∩R∗. Moreover, by (ii), uldimRP ∩R = uldimAP, and hence R is
thin if and only if A is thin.
Our aim now is to relate the acc⊕ of a special Jordan algebra J to the
left (equivalently, right) uniform dimension of a ∗-tight associative envelope
of J. We will also ﬁnd a bound for the uniform dimension of the associative
∗-envelope in terms of the uniform dimension of the Jordan algebra (this
will be seen later to be an equality).
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(5.6) Lemma. Let J be a PI-less strongly prime special Jordan algebra, R a
∗-tight associative envelope of J, and L a nonzero left ideal of R. If L∩ J = 0,
then R is not prime and L is contained in the ∗-splitting ideal P of R or its
conjugate P∗.
Proof. By (5.1), J is of hermitian type. Let X be a hermitian ideal in
FSJX. By [McZ, 2.4], for a ∈ L there exists a positive integer n such that
a∗Jna ⊆ J, and a∗Jna ⊆ J ∩ L = 0 since L is a left ideal. There-
fore, idRa ∩ idRa∗ = idRa ∩ idRa∗ = 0 for all a ∈ L by (5.2(ii)),
which implies that R is not prime since L is nonzero. Also, by (5.3(iii)),
idRa ⊆ P or P∗ for the ∗-splitting ideal P of R, so we have L ⊆ P ∪ P∗,
which implies that either L ⊆ P or L ⊆ P∗.
(5.7) Proposition. Let J be a PI-less strongly prime special Jordan alge-
bra, and let R be a ∗-tight associative envelope of J. If J has acc⊕ then R
has ﬁnite uniform dimension. Moreover,
(i) udimR ≤ udimJ if R is prime,
(ii) uldimP ≤ udimJ if R is nonprime and P is the ∗-splitting ideal
of R,
(iii) udimR ≤ udimJ + 1 if R is thin, and
(iv) udimR ≤ udimJ + 2 for a nonprime nonthin R.
Proof. (i) By (5.6), if R is prime then any nonzero one-sided ideal
of R meets J. Hence it follows that R has ﬁnite uniform dimension and
udimR ≤ udimJ (since R has ﬁnite uniform dimension if and only if it
does not contain inﬁnite direct sums of one-sided ideals [Go]).
(ii) Suppose now that R is nonprime; P is the ∗-splitting ideal of R;
L1     Lm are nonzero left ideals of P whose sum is direct; and E is a
nonzero ideal of P . We can assume as above (by replacing Li with the
smaller PLi, and E with EP if necessary) that the Li’s are in fact left ideals
of R, and E is a right ideal of R. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ m, set Ai = Li + E∗.
Clearly, Ai is a left ideal of R, and since Li ∩E∗ ⊆ P ∩P∗ = 0, Ai is neither
contained in P nor in P∗, so (by (5.6)) Ki = J ∩Ai is a nonzero inner ideal











∩ J ⊆ E∗ ∩ J = 0
where the second inclusion follows from the directness of sum of the left
ideals Lj together with the fact that P ∩ P∗ = 0, and the ﬁnal equality holds
since for any left ideal L of R contained in P , L ∩ J ⊆ P ∩ P∗ = 0. Thus
uldimP ≤ udimJ.
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(iii) Suppose that R is thin with ∗-splitting ideal P of urdimP = 1.
It follows from above and (5.4) that udimR = uldimP + urdimP ≤
udimJ + 1.
(iv) Suppose ﬁnally that R is nonprime and nonthin, and let P be
the ∗-splitting ideal of R. Then there exist nonzero left ideals L1     Lm
and nonzero right ideals R1     Rn of R contained in P , where nm ≥ 2,
forming direct sums. As in (ii), for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ n, put
Ai j = Li + R∗j and Ki j = J ∩Ai j , which is a nonzero inner ideal of J.
We claim that the n − 1 + m − 1 inner ideals K1 j j = 1 and Ki 1
i = 1 from “the ﬁrst row and column, except the diagonal K1 1” form a


















where the second inclusion follows from the directness of the sum of the
right ideals Rj together with the fact that P ∩ P∗ = 0; and the equality
holds since for any left ideal L of R contained in PL ∩ J ⊆ P ∩ P∗ = 0. In
an analogous way (but by using the directness of the Li instead of that of
Rj) it is obtained that any “ﬁrst column entry” Ki0 1 is independent of the
others. This proves the claim and gives udimR − 2 ≤ udimJ.
To obtain equalities in (5.7) we will have to generate one-sided ideals
in the enveloping associative algebra R starting from inner ideals of the
Jordan algebra J. For our purposes, the left or right ideals generated by
an inner ideal are too big (if 
Ki forms a direct sum of inner ideals in
J, the left, or right, ideals they generate in R do not form a direct sum in
general).
This can be achieved by evaluating suitable polynomials on nonzero inner
ideals as shown in [Z2]. However, we will have to make sure that these
polynomials do not vanish on nonzero inner ideals. As we will see this can
be ensured for PI-less algebras if we use homotope polynomials.
Let f x1     xn be a Jordan polynomial on x1     xn ∈ X, where
X is an inﬁnite set of indeterminates. Take FJX to be the free Jordan
algebra on X. For each y ∈ FJX, write f y'x1     xn for the ele-
ment f evaluated on the y-homotope Jordan algebra FJXy. This is
an element of FJX, hence it can be evaluated in every Jordan alge-
bra J. If b, a1     an ∈ J, we write f b' a1     an for the evaluation
of f y'x1     xn on b, a1     an. If PX is a submodule of FJX,
we write PB'A for the linear span of the f b' a1     an, where
f x1     xn ∈ PX, b ∈ B ⊆ J, and a1     an ∈ A ⊆ J.
It has been proved in [AC, 2.3(9)] that there exists a submodule SX ≤
FSJX such that for any special Jordan algebra J and any inner ideal K
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of J the containment

SJ'K J ′ J ′ J ′K ⊆ K(5.8)
holds in any associative ∗-envelope of J. Note that SJ'K ⊆ K since K re-
mains a subalgebra (even an inner ideal) in each particular homotope Jb,
sb'k1     kn ∈ K. Moreover, SX contains nonzero Clifford identities
[AC, 2.4].
The utility of the SJ'K in creating direct left ideals is shown in the
following result.
(5.9) Lemma. If LSK denotes the left ideal generated by SJ'K in a
∗-tight envelope R for an inner ideal K of J, then:
(i) For each a ∈ LSK there exists mKa such that, for an embedded
m-tad eater ideal mX with m ≥ mKa, we have a∗mJa ⊆ K.
(ii) If K, L are disjoint inner ideals of J then for each a ∈ LSK ∩
LSL there exists mKLa such that a∗mJa = 0 for m ≥ mKLa, so if J
is PI-less and R is prime, then disjoint inner ideals produce disjoint left ideals.
(iii) If J is PI-less and R is prime, then a direct sum of inner ideals Ki
in J produces a direct sum of left ideals LSKi in R.
Proof. (i) Write a = ∑α xα1 · · ·xαr kα, where xαi ∈ J ′, kα ∈ SJ'K, and
r is the common length of all products which occur in the sum. Then for








kαxαr · · ·xα1mJxβ1 · · ·xβr kβ
⊆ UKJ + 
SJ'K
r︷ ︸︸ ︷
J ′ · · · J ′ mJ
r︷ ︸︸ ︷
J ′ · · · J ′K
(recalling SJ'K ⊆ K
⊆ K + 
SJ'KJ ′J ′J ′K
(by deﬁnition of embedded 2r + 1-tad eater)
⊆ K (by (5.8))
(ii) Given a ∈ LSK ∩ LSL, take mKLa= max
mKa
mLa, so (by (i)) a∗mJa ⊆ K ∩ L = 0. If J is PI-less then I = mJ
is a nonzero ideal of J, and if R is prime then a∗Ia = 0 implies a = 0 by
(5.2(ii)).














by (i) applied to K = Ki, L = !
∑
j =i Kj"J (which are disjoint by the inner
directness of the Ki).
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(5.10) Lemma. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra, 0 = f x1
    xn ∈ FJX a Jordan polynomial, and K a nonzero inner ideal of J. If
f J'K = 0 then PIJ = 0. In particular, if J is PI-less then LSK = 0 if
K = 0.
Proof. Since J is nondegenerate, given 0 = x ∈ K, there is y ∈ J such
that Uxy = 0. Consider the mapping φ JUxy → Jy given by φz =
Uxz. Note that, since UUxaUyUxb = UxUaUUxyb, UxJ is a subalgebra of
Jy and φ is a homomorphism. Moreover, kerφ ⊆ kerUUxy. Thus the
local algebra JUxy of J at Uxy is a homomorphic image of J
Uxy/kerφ ∼=
UxJy. Now f y'UxJ ⊆ f J'K = 0, hence UxJy is a Jordan PI-
algebra and so is JUxy . Therefore Uxy ∈ PIJ.
(5.11) Theorem. Let J be a PI-less strongly prime special Jordan algebra
and let R be a ∗-tight associative envelope of J. Then J has acc⊕ if and
only if R has ﬁnite uniform dimension. Moreover, in this case, udimR =
udimJ if R is prime, udimR = udimJ + 1 if R is thin, and udimR =
udimJ + 2 if R is nonprime and nonthin.
Proof. By (5.7), we already have that if J has acc⊕ then udimR <∞
and udimR ≤ udimJ + @ for @ = 0 if R is prime, for @ = 1 if R is thin,
and for @ = 2 if R is nonprime and nonthin, so we need to establish
udimR <∞⇒ udimJ + @ ≤ udimR
with @ as before, which gives udimJ < ∞ (hence acc⊕ for J) and the
equalities.
Thus, let K1    Kn be nonzero inner ideals of J which form a direct
sum. We must show that n+ @ ≤ udimR.
Consider ﬁrst the case that R is prime. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, set Li =
LSKi (as in (5.9)). By (5.10) the Li are nonzero, and by (5.9(iii)) they
form a direct sum, so n+ @ = n ≤ udimR (with @ = 0).
Next we consider the case where R is not prime. Set Li = LSKi as









since otherwise the left ideal LSK ∩ LSL for the disjoint inner ideals
K = Ki, L = !
∑
j =i Kj"J is contained in neither P nor P∗, hence by (5.6)
intersects J, so there would exist 0 = a = a∗ ∈ LSK ∩ LSL which by
(5.9(ii)) would satisfy UamJ = a∗mJa = 0 for the nonzero ideal I =
mJ, contradicting strong primeness of J.
Assume now that two of the Li’s, say L1 and L2, have zero intersection.
Put Ai1 = PLi and Ai2 = P∗Li for i = 1 2. Now for i > 2 consider the
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intersection Li ∩
∑
j<i Lj which is contained either in P or P∗ by (I). If this
intersection is contained in P , we put Ai = P∗Li and if it is contained in
P∗ we put Ai = PLi (if the intersection is zero any choice will do). Thus
we get n+ 2 left ideals A11A12A21A22A3    An of R. Note that all
of them are nonzero since if Ai = PLi = 0 then Li is contained in P∗
and hence SJ'Ki ⊆ P∗ ∩ J = 0, which is a contradiction by (5.10) since
J is PI-less. Moreover, the sum of the A’s is direct. Suppose we have a
dependence relation
∑
k l=1 2 akl +
∑
i>2 ai = 0. Consider an i > 2. In the
options of (I), suppose that Li ∩
∑
j =i Lj ⊆ P∗ (an analogous proof works
if it is contained in P); then by deﬁnition of Ai based on this option we
have Ai = PLi ⊆ P ∩ Li, so −ai =
∑
k l=1 2 akl +
∑
k>2 k =i ak ∈ P ∩ Li ∩
∑j =i Lj = P ∩ Li ∩∑j =i Lj ⊆ P ∩ P∗ = 0. Thus all ai = 0 for i > 2, and
the dependence relation reduces to a11 + a12 + a21 + a22 = 0 for aij ∈ Aij .
But then a11 + a21 = −a12 − a22 ∈ P ∩ P∗ = 0, so a11 = −a21 a12 = −a22 ∈
L1 ∩ L2 = 0, so all aij = 0, and the dependence relation is trivial. This
establishes the independence and proves that n+ @ ≤ udimR with @ = 2.
(Note that in this case R is nonthin, since A11A21 are nonzero left ideals
of P whose sum is direct, and A12A22 are nonzero left ideals of P∗ whose
sum is direct, whence uldimP uldimP∗ ≥ 2)
Suppose ﬁnally that either Li ∩ Lj = 0 for all i = j or n = 1. Since the
roles of P and P∗ are symmetric, we can assume the option L1 ∩
∑
j =1 Lj ⊆
P holds for i = 1 in (I), so L1 ∩ Li ⊆ P for any 1 < i ≤ n. Then the same
option in (I) must hold for all i: if the other option Li ∩
∑
j =i Lj ⊆ P∗ held
for some i, then L1 ∩ Li ⊆ P ∩ P∗ = 0, which contradicts our assumption.
From this it follows that the sum of the nonzero left ideals P∗L1     P∗Ln
is direct since P∗Li ∩ 
∑
j =i P∗Lj ⊆ P∗ ∩ Li ∩
∑
j =i Lj ⊆ P ∩ P∗ = 0.
Therefore uldimP∗ ≥ n, hence udimR = uldimP∗ + uldimP (by
(5.4)) ≥ n + uldimP. Now, if R is nonthin, uldimP ≥ 2, and in any
case (in particular, if R is thin) uldimP ≥ 1, hence udimR ≥ n+ @ with
@ = 2 if R is nonthin and with @ = 1 if R is thin.
As a consequence of the above proposition and the results of the previous
sections, we obtain
(5.12) Theorem. Let J be a strongly prime Jordan algebra. Then J has
acc⊕ if and only if it has ﬁnite uniform dimension.
Proof. By (5.11), this holds if J is PI-less. Thus we may assume that
PIJ = 0. Now if J has acc⊕ then J is PI by (4.6), so it has ﬁnite
uniform dimension by (4.2).
(5.13) Remark. Note that (5.11) provides an expression of the uniform
dimension of a special Jordan algebra without PI-elements, in terms of the
uniform dimension of a ∗-tight associative envelope. For special Jordan
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algebras with PI-elements and having ﬁnite uniform dimension similar for-
mulas can be given. For instance, if D is a division associative algebra,
udimMnD+ = 2n − 2 (unless n = 1, and in this case udimD+ = 1;
if D has an involution, the Jordan matrix algebra HMnDD0 has uni-
form dimension n. These correspond to the cases considered in (5.11) and
can be derived from the structure of the inner ideals of these algebras (see
[Mc1]). For J = HMnQ, where Q is a split quaternion algebra over
its center , one has udimJ = 2n− 1 (see [FG4]).
Note that if J is PI and 5 is the centroid of J, then udimJ =
udim5−1J, 5−1J is artinian, and J has ﬁnite uniform dimension. Thus to
compute udimJ it is enough to compute udim5−1J (and any isotope
has the same uniform dimension). We next show that the ring of quotients
preserves uniform dimension.
(5.14) Corollary. Let J be a strongly prime Jordan algebra which is an
order in a unital Jordan algebra Q. If Q has acc⊕ and equivalently ﬁnite
uniform dimension, then J has also acc⊕ and udimJ = udimQ.
Proof. If J is PI this has been seen in (4.2). Thus we can assume that J is
not PI and therefore Q is not PI either. Then, by (4.6), PIJ = 0 = PIQ
(since Q is also strongly prime by (2.9(vii)), and hence both J and Q are
special of the hermitian type (5.1). Now take a ∗-tight associative envelope
A of Q and R = algAJ. Then R is a ∗-tight associative envelope of J
(2.13) and an order in A by (2.12). Since (5.5(ii)) udimR = udimA, we
obtain from the formulas of (5.11) that udimJ = udimQ because R is
of the same type as A (5.5).
6. THE SINGULAR IDEAL
The notion of nonsingularity proved particularly useful in the general
theory of quotient rings initiated by Y. Utumi in 1956. The reader is re-
ferred to the monograph by K. R. Goodearl [Go] for a systematic study of
nonsingular (associative) rings. In this section we introduce an analogous
notion for Jordan algebras.
The singular set of a Jordan algebra J is deﬁned to be the set
BJ = 
z ∈ J annJz is essential in J
A Jordan algebra J will be called nonsingular if BJ = 0. Since for all
x y ∈ J annJx+ y ⊇ annJx ∩ annJy and annJUxJ ′ ⊇ annJx, the
singular set is in fact an inner ideal of J. For nondegenerate J this set is an
ideal.
(6.1) Theorem. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra. Then BJ is
an ideal of J.
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Proof. Since BJ is an inner ideal we only need to prove that
UJ ′BJ ⊆ BJ. Let z ∈ J ′ x ∈ BJ, and suppose that
K ∩ annJx′ = 0 x′ = Uzx(I)
for a nonzero inner ideal K of J. Since annJx is an essential inner ideal
we may assume that K is contained in annJx. We claim that
UzK = 0(II)
Assume not. We will show that
UzK = 0(II∗)
leads to a contradiction to (I). This nonzero inner ideal must hit annJx,
so there is a nonzero Uzk ∈ annJx,
0 = k′ = Uzk with UxUk′J = Uxk′ = 
x k′ J = 0(II∗a)
Under the hypothesis (I) we have
for an a ∈ J VUzaUkx′ = 0⇒ UkUza = 0(II∗b)
because this condition guarantees b = UkUza ∈ K ∩ annJx′ = 0 by
(I). Certainly b lies in the inner ideal K, and it satisﬁes the nondegen-
erate annihilator conditions (1.16(i)): for any a ∈ J we have Ux′Ub =
UzUxUzUkUzUaUzUk = UzUxUk′ UaUzUk = 0 by (II∗a), and
Vx′ b = Vx′UkUza = (by linearizing QJ21 of [J3]) −VUzaUkx′ + V
x′ kUza k =−VUzaUkx′ (since always 
x′ kUza = 0 by (II∗a)), so the hypothesis in
(II∗b) ensures Ux′Ub = Vx′ b = 0.
Applying this to a = x we have VUzaUkx′ = Vx′Ukx′ = (by QJ21 of [J3])
VUx′k k = (by (1.6)) VUzUxk′ k = 0 by (II∗a), so from (II∗b) we get Ukx′ = 0.
Then in (II∗b) VUzaUkx′ = 0 for every a, and all UkUza = 0. By nondegen-
eracy UkUz = 0 leads to Uzk = 0, so k′ = 0, contradicting (II∗a). This
contradiction shows (II∗) is untenable, so (II) must hold when (I) does.
By the nondegeneracy of J, it follows from (II) (we are still assuming
(I)) that
Ukz = UkUz = 0 for every k ∈ K(III)
Uk◦z = UzUk +UkUz + VzUkVz −UUzk k = VzUkVz(IV)
where to get (IV) we have used QJ16 of [J3] and the fact that the remaining
terms vanish by (II) and (III). We claim that
K ◦ z = 0(V)
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If k ◦ z were nonzero for some k ∈ K, then 0 = Uk◦za would be in annJx
for some a ∈ J (since annJx is essential). However,
Uka ◦ z = 0(V∗)
which is veriﬁed again by showing that Uka ◦ z ∈ annJUzx. Indeed, by
QJ14 of [J3],

Ukz ◦ a z x = VxVzUkVza − 
zUkz ◦ a x = 0
because the ﬁrst summand on the right-hand side vanishes by (IV) and
Uk◦za ∈ annJx, and the second one is also zero since k ∈ K ⊆ annJx
and annihilators are inner ideals. By linearizing QJ21 of [J3], we have
V UzxUka ◦ z = V UzUka ◦ z x + V z 
Uka ◦ z z x = 0
since we just saw 
Ukz ◦ a z x = 0, and UzUka ◦ z = 0 by (II).
Therefore V UzxUka ◦ z = 0, which together with UUzxUUka◦z =
UzUxUzUkUa◦zUk = 0 (by (II)) implies that Uka ◦ z ∈ annJUzx ∩
K = 0. It follows from (IV) and (V∗) that Uk◦za = 0, which contradicts the
choice of a. Thus K ◦ z = 0 as claimed.
Finally, for k ∈ K, we have by JP7 that
V kUzx = −V xUzk + V 
k z x z = 0
since Uzk = 0 by (II), and 
k z x = k ◦ z ◦ x − 
z k x = 0 because
k ◦ z = 0 by (V), and k ∈ annJx. Thus V kUzx = 0, which together
with UkUUzx = 0 (by (III)), implies k ∈ annJUzx, which contradicts that
K ∩ annJUzx = 0.
We next examine the relationship between the singular ideal of a non-
degenerate Jordan algebra and the singular ideal of any of its ideals. Note
that, by nondegeneracy, to show that an inner ideal is essential it sufﬁces
to show that it hits each nonzero principal inner ideal.
(6.2) Proposition. Let I be an ideal of a nondegenerate Jordan algebra
J. Then BJ ∩ I = BI. Hence, if I is essential then J is nonsingular if and
only if so is I.
Proof. Let z ∈ BJ ∩ I. For any nonzero x ∈ I, UxI is a nonzero in-
ner ideal of J because J, and therefore I as well, is nondegenerate. So, by
(1.16(iv)), annIz ∩UxI = annJz ∩UxI = 0, which implies that z ∈ BI.
Conversely, let v ∈ BI and 0 = a ∈ J. If UaI = 0 then, by (1.16(iv))
again, annJv ∩ UaJ ⊇ annIv ∩ UaI = 0. If UaI = 0 then by (1.16(iii))
a ∈ annJI ⊆ annJv and hence UaJ ∩ annJv = UaJ = 0. In both cases
UaJ ∩ annJv = 0, so BI ⊆ BJ, and we have proved the equality
BJ ∩ I = BI. In particular, BI = 0 ⇔ BJ ∩ I = 0. Hence, if I
is essential, then BI = 0⇔ BJ = 0.
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As will be shown next, there is a relationship between the singular ideal
of a nondegenerate Jordan algebra and that of any of its local algebras.
We begin with the associative case that will be also used later. For any
associative algebra R, ZlR (respectively, ZrR will denote the left (resp.,
right) singular ideal of R.
(6.3) Lemma. Let R be a semiprime associative algebra. For any a ∈ R we
have that the ideal ZlR + Kera/Kera of Ra is contained in ZlRa.
Hence, for every a ∈ R such that ZlRa = 0, we have a ∈ annRZlR. In
particular, PIR ⊆ annRZlR.
Proof. Denote by y → y¯ the canonical projection of Ra onto Ra, let
x ∈ ZlR have x¯ = 0¯, and take a nonzero left ideal L of Ra. Let us show
that lannRax¯ hits L. By shrinking its preimage L to RaL we can assume
that L is a left ideal of R and still L = 0¯ by semiprimeness. Then La
is again a nonzero left ideal of R, and since xa ∈ ZlRR ⊆ ZlR, La ∩
lannRxa = 0, where lannRxa denotes the left annihilator of xa in R. By
the semiprimeness of R, we can take l ∈ L such that 0 = ala ∈ lannRxa,
hence 0¯ = l¯ ∈ L ∩ lannRax¯, which proves x¯ ∈ ZlRa. Now, if ZlRa = 0
then aZlRa = 0 and a ∈ annRZlR. Finally, since semiprime PI-rings
are nonsingular ([Ro1, p. 108]), we get in particular that every PI-element
of R lies in annRZlR.
(6.4) Proposition. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra. For any
a ∈ J, we have that the ideal BJ + Kera/Kera of Ja is contained
in BJa. Hence every element a ∈ J such that Ja is nonsingular is contained
in annJBJ.
Proof. Denote by y → y¯ the canonical projection of Ja onto Ja. Let x ∈
BJ and take K a nonzero inner ideal of Ja, where K ⊃ Kera is an inner
ideal of Ja. Let us see that annJax¯ hits K. Since K is nonzero, UaK = 0,
and we can pick k ∈ K such that Uak = 0. By nondegeneracy, UUakJ is a
nonzero inner ideal of J, so there is a nonzero UUaky ∈ UUakJ ∩ annJx.
Set b = UkUay. Then b¯ = UkUay = U ak y = Uk¯y¯. Therefore, b¯ ∈ UKJa ⊆K. Now, 0 = Uab = UUaky ∈ annJx, hence (by (1.17)) 0¯ = b¯ ∈ annJax¯.
Thus x¯ ∈ BJa. If BJa = 0¯ then UaBJ = 0 and a ∈ annJBJ by
(1.16(iii)).
The following results provide sufﬁcient conditions for a nondegenerate
Jordan algebra J to be nonsingular.
(6.5) Proposition. The singular set BJ of a Jordan algebra J does not
contain nonzero von Neumann regular elements. Hence, if J is nondegenerate
with essential socle (in particular, if J is strongly prime with minimal inner
ideals), then J is nonsingular.
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Proof. Let a ∈ J be von Neumann regular, and take b ∈ J such that
Uab = b, Uba = b. We claim that UbJ ∩ annJa = 0. Indeed, if Ubc ∈
annJa for some c ∈ J, then UaUbc = 0 and hence 0 = UbUaUbc =
UUbac = Ubc.
Since SocJ is von Neumann regular [Lo2], it is nonsingular and hence
(by (6.2)) J is nonsingular if it has an essential socle (in particular, if J is
strongly prime with nonzero socle).
The condition of having an essential socle is quite a strong one. We will
be interested in the related ideal PIJ, for which we will get a similar
result along the lines of [Ro2].
(6.6) Proposition. Every nondegenerate Jordan PI-algebra J is nonsingu-
lar. If in addition J is special with associative ∗-envelope R, then ZlR ∩ J =
0. Thus, if R is ∗-tight then ZlR ∩ ZrR = 0.
Proof. If BJ is nonzero, we have by (3.6) that there is 0 = z ∈ BJ
such that VzUz ∈ 5J, the centroid of J, so UzJ is an ideal of J. Since
z ∈ BJ, annJz ∩ UzJ = 0; but since annJz ⊆ annJUzJ, we have
annJUzJ ∩UzJ = 0, which is impossible since J is nondegenerate.
Next, let J be special with associative ∗-envelope R, and suppose that
ZlR ∩ J = 0. Then, as before, there is 0 = z ∈ ZlR ∩ J such that Vz,
Uz ∈ 5J. Thus, for all x y ∈ J, !!z x" y" = Vzx ◦ y − x ◦ Vzy = 0.
Since R is generated by J, we obtain that !z J" is contained in the center
ZR of R and also in the ideal ZlR; but ZlR ∩ZR = 0, so !z J" = 0
and hence z ∈ ZlR ∩ ZR = 0, which is a contradiction.
Suppose ﬁnally that R is a ∗-tight associative envelope of J. By ∗-
invariance of ZlR ∩ ZrR, the equality ZlR ∩ ZrR ∩ J = ZlR ∩
J = 0 implies ZlR ∩ ZrR = 0, because R is ∗-tight.
(6.7) Corollary. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra. Then BJ ∩
PIJ = 0. Hence, if PIJ is essential ( for instance, if J is strongly prime with
PI-elements), then J is nonsingular.
Proof. It follows from (6.6) that for any a ∈ PIJ, BJa = 0. Hence
UaBJa = 0 by (6.4), and PIJ ⊆ annJBJ by (1.16(iii)). This implies
BJ ∩ PIJ = 0 by the nondegeneracy of J. In particular, BJ = 0 if
PIJ is essential.
Our next aim is to examine the relationship between the singular ideal
of a nondegenerate special Jordan algebra J and the left and right singular
ideals of a ∗-tight associative envelope of J.
(6.8) Lemma. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra, I an ideal of
J, and let J = J/annJI be the quotient algebra with canonical projection
a→ a¯ of J onto J. Then J is nondegenerate and BJ ⊆ BJ. Similarly, for
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a semiprime associative algebra R and I ideal of R, we have ZlR ⊆ ZlR,
where R = R/annRI.
Proof. Nondegeneracy passes from J to J by (1.16(v)). Let a ∈ BJ,
by nondegeneracy annJa¯ will be essential if it hits every principal inner
ideal, so take 0¯ = x¯ ∈ J, and let us see that annJa¯ ∩ Ux¯J = 0¯. Since
x¯ = 0¯, x ∈ annJI and UxI is a nonzero inner ideal of J by (1.16(iii)).
By the essentiality of annJa, there exists 0 = Uxy ∈ UxI ∩ annJa. Then
Ux¯y¯ ∈ Ux¯J¯ ∩ annJ a¯, with Ux¯y¯ = 0¯ by (1.13(i)). Thus annJ a¯ meets every
nonzero inner ideal of J, and hence a¯ ∈ BJ. The proof of the associative
case is similar, considering left ideals instead of inner ideals.
(6.9) Proposition. Let J be a nondegenerate special Jordan algebra
with a semiprime associative ∗-envelope R, and let X be a hermitian
ideal. Then annJJ is contained in annJBJ. Moreover, if R is
∗-tight then annRJ ⊆ annRZlR ∩ ZrR, and annJJ ⊆
annJZlR ∩ ZrR ∩ J.
Proof. Set J = J/annJannJJ. Then J remains nondegener-
ate (1.16(vi)), special (1.15(iii)), and has zero hermitian part: J ⊆
annJannJJ ⇒ J = J = 0¯. So J is PI and therefore BJ ⊆
BJ = 0¯ by (6.8) and (6.6). Thus BJ ⊆ annJannJJ, and by taking
annihilators in both sides, we get annJJ= annJannJannJJ ⊆
annJBJ.
Suppose now that R is ∗-tight. By (1.15(vi)), R = R/annRannRJ
is a ∗-tight associative envelope for J. Then, by the second part of
(6.6), ZlR ∩ ZrR = 0¯, which implies as above that annRJ ⊆
annRZlR ∩ ZrR. The third containment follows from the second by
applying (1.15).
(6.10) Corollary. Let J be a nondegenerate special Jordan algebra with
∗-tight associative envelope R, and let X be a hermitian ideal. Set
R = R/annRZlR ∩ ZrR and J = J/annJZlR ∩ ZrR ∩ J
Then J is nondegenerate, R is a ∗-tight associative envelope of J, and
annRJm = 0¯ for all derived ideals of J. A similar result holds forR = R/annRBJ, J = J/annJBJ.
Proof. Since ZlR ∩ ZrR is a ∗-ideal of R, we have by (1.15(v))
that R is a ∗-tight associative envelope for J, where J is nondegener-
ate (by (1.16(vi)) and R is semiprime (by ∗-tightness). We also have
annRJm ∩ J = (by (1.15(ii))) annJJm = (by (1.13(ii)))
annJ J. But, by the third containment of (6.9), annJ J ⊆
annJ ZlR ∩ ZrR ∩ J = 0¯, and hence annRJm ∩ J = 0¯, and
annRJm = 0¯ by the ∗-tightness of R.
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Similarly, for R = R/annRBJ, J = J/annJBJ, we have that J
is nondegenerate and R is a ∗-tight associative envelope for J (1.15(iii)).
Hence, again, annRJm ∩ J = annJ J, which together with the
ﬁrst inclusion of (6.9) annJJ ⊆ annJBJ, implies annRJm ∩J = 0¯, and annRJm = 0¯ by the ∗-tightness of R.
Now we turn to some particular GPI∗ in the enveloping algebra of a
special Jordan algebra.
(6.11) Lemma. Let J be a nondegenerate special Jordan algebra with
∗-tight associative envelope R and let X be a hermitian ideal. If
a ∈ idRJ satisﬁes a∗Ja = 0 then (i) R satisﬁes the generalized
polynomial identity with involution a∗X∗ + Xa = 0, and (ii) a∗Ra ⊆
annRBJ ∩ annRZlR.
Proof. (i) The proof can be reduced to the case that annRJ =
0. Indeed, take J = J/annJJ. By (1.16(v)), (1.15(iii)), J is a non-
degenerate special Jordan algebra with ∗-tight associative envelope R =
R/annRJ. Moreover, by (1.14), annRJ = annRJ = 0¯ sinceR is semiprime, and we still have a¯∗Ja¯ = 0¯. Now, if a¯∗X∗ +Xa¯ = 0
is a GPI∗ of R, then a∗x∗ + xa ∈ annRJ = annRidRJ for
all x ∈ R; but a lies in idRJ, and thus a∗x∗ + xa = 0 because R is
semiprime. Therefore a∗X∗ +Xa = 0 is a GPI∗ of R. Thus, without loss
of generality, we may assume annRJ = 0.
Let A be the subalgebra of R generated by J. Then J = H0A ∗
is an ample subspace of HA ∗, hence a∗Ja = 0 implies that a∗X∗ +
Xa = 0 is a GPI∗ of A, which makes sense because R ⊆ QA, where
QA is the Martindale algebra of symmetric quotients of A (see [MZ,
p. 147], where primeness can be replaced with the more general condition
annRJ = 0). Now, by [BMiS, Theorem 1.4.1], a∗X∗ +Xa = 0 is a
GPI∗ of QA and therefore of R.
(ii) By (i), R satisﬁes the GPI∗ a∗X∗ +Xa = 0, so by (5.2(i)) we
have PIR ⊇ a∗Ra; since I is an essential ideal in R = R/annRI for
I = idRa∗Ra by (1.14), so the ideal annRZlR ⊇ PIR (from the last
assertion of (6.3)) ⊇ PIR ⊇ I is even more essential, yet it is disjoint
from ZlR by the semiprimeness of R, forcing ZlR = 0¯ by essentiality.
Since ZlR ⊆ ZlR by (6.8), ZlR ⊆ annRI ⊆ annRa∗Ra. Hence, by
taking annihilators, a∗Ra ⊆ annRZlR. Now, by (1.15(v)), R is a ∗-tight
associative envelope of J = J/annRI ∩ J, and since PIR ∩ J ⊆ PIJ
[Mo2, 6.4] we have that PIJ is an essential ideal of J (by the essentiality
of PIR and (1.15(iv))). Thus, by (6.7), BJ = 0¯ and hence BJ = 0¯ by
(6.8), which implies as above that a∗Ra ⊆ annRBJ.
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(6.12) Lemma. Let J, R, and X be as in (6.11), and let A be the sub-
algebra of R generated by J. If L is a left ideal of R such that b∗Jb = 0
for all b ∈ L ∩A, then L∗L ⊆ annRBJ.
Proof. We begin with an elementary result that will be useful here and
elsewhere.
(6.13) Let B be a subalgebra of a semiprime associative algebra
R such that b∗Rb = 0 for all b ∈ B, then bRb∗ = 0 and the ideals
idRB idRB∗ are orthogonal.
The ﬁrst part follows from semiprimeness. For the second, let b1 b2 ∈
B and x y ∈ R. We have b1xb∗2yb1 = −b1xb∗1yb2 = 0, and hence B ⊆
annRidRB∗ by the semiprimeness of R, which implies the orthogonality
of the ideals idRB, idRB∗.
Returning to the proof of the lemma, let b ∈ B = L ∩ A. Since
b∗Jb = 0, we have by (6.11(ii)) that b∗Rb ⊆ annRBJ. Set J = J/
annJBJ. Then J is nondegenerate (1.16(v)) and R=R/annRBJ is
a ∗-tight associative envelope for J (1.15(iii)), hence R is semiprime.
Moreover, b¯∗Rb¯ = 0¯ and hence, by (6.13), the ideals idRB, idRB∗ are
orthogonal.
Now let c ∈ L. By a general absorption result (see [McZ, p. 146]), there
exists a derived ideal Jm of J such that Jmc ⊆ A ∩ L =
B. Hence Jmc¯ ⊆ B ⊆ annRidRB∗ by the above, which implies
Jmc¯idRB∗ = 0. Then, by (1.15(i)), c¯idRB∗ ⊆ annRJm = 0¯ by
the second part of (6.10). We have then proved that L ⊆ annRidRB∗.
Therefore B∗ ⊆ annRidRL.
Now take u ∈ L∗. Again there exists a derived ideal Jn of J
such that uJn ⊆ A ∩ L∗ = B∗. Then by the above u¯Jn ⊆ B∗ ⊆
annRidRL, which implies idRLu¯Jn = 0. Hence, by (1.15(i)), we
obtain as above idRLu¯ ⊆ annRJn = 0¯, so L∗ ⊆ annRidRL,
which implies L∗L ⊆ annRBJ.
(6.14) Theorem. Let J be a nondegenerate special Jordan algebra with
∗-tight associative envelope R. Then ZlR ∩ J = BJ.
Proof. We ﬁrst prove the containment ZlR ∩ J ⊆ BJ. Let
x ∈ ZlR ∩ J. As noted, to show that annJx is essential it sufﬁces to show
that it hits each principal inner ideal. So for 0 = y ∈ J we want to show
that UyJ ∩ annJx = 0. Take a hermitian ideal X and let A be the
subalgebra of R generated by J. If b = ay ∈ Ay ∩ lannRx, then
b∗Jb = ya∗Jay ⊆ UyJ ∩ annJx since a∗Ja ⊆ J, be-
cause A is generated by J and X is hermitian. (In fact, J =
H0A ∗ is an ample subspace of HA ∗.) Therefore, if there is b ∈
Ay ∩ lannRx such that b∗Jb = 0, then we are done.
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Suppose then that b∗Jb = 0 for all b ∈ B = Ay ∩ lannRx. Here
the argument will be similar to that we have developed in the proof of
(6.12). By (6.11(ii)), b∗Jb = 0 implies b∗Rb ⊆ annRZlR. Set R =
R/annRZlR ∩ ZrR and J = J/annJZlR ∩ ZrR ∩ J. By (6.10),J is nondegenerate and R is a ∗-tight associative envelope for J, hence R
is semiprime. Furthermore, by (6.11(ii)) again, b¯∗Jb¯ = 0¯ implies
b∗Rb ⊆ annRZlR ⊆ annRZlR = annRZlR
⊆ annRZlR ∩ ZrR = 0¯
by the second part of (6.8) and (1.14). Hence, by (6.13), the ideals idRB,
idRB∗ are orthogonal.
For any c = dy ∈ Ry ∩ lannRx, take a derived ideal Jm of J
such that Jmd ⊆ A, and so Jmc ⊆ Ay ∩ lannRx = B. Hence (as
in the proof of (6.12))
Jmc¯ ⊆ B ⊆ annRidRB∗ ⇒ c¯idRB∗ ⊆ annR Jm = 0¯
by the ﬁrst part of (6.10), which proves that Ry ∩ lannRx⊆ annRidRB∗.
But
Ry ∩ lannRx = Ry¯ ∩ lannRx¯
as can be easily seen by using the semiprimeness of R and retention
of annihilators (1.14). Now Ry¯ ∩ lannRx¯ ⊆ annRidRB∗ impliesRy¯ ∩ lannRx¯ ∩ idRB∗ = 0¯ by the semiprimeness of R, and henceRy¯ ∩ idRB∗ = 0¯ because x¯ ∈ ZlR ⊆ ZlR, by the second part of (6.8).
Hence it follows from (1.15(i)) that
B∗ ⊆ annRidRy¯(I)
In a similar way, given u = yv ∈ yR ∩ rannRx there exists a derived
ideal Jn of J such that vJn ⊆ A, and hence uJn ⊆ yA ∩
rannRx = B∗. Then, by (I), uJn ⊆ B∗ ⊆ annRidRy¯, which implies
idRy¯u¯Jn = 0¯, so y¯R ∩ rannRx¯ = yR ∩ rannRx ⊆ annRidRy¯,
and y¯R ∩ rannRx¯ ∩ idRy¯ = 0. Since x ∈ ZlR ∩ J = ZrR ∩ J, it fol-
lows that y¯R ∩ idRy¯ = 0 and hence y¯ = 0¯. Therefore, y ∈ annRZlR ∩
ZrR ⊆ annRx so also UyJ ⊆ J ∩ annRx ⊆ annJx deﬁnitely has
nonzero intersection with annJx.
Next we prove the containment BJ ⊆ ZlR. Let x ∈ BJ. To show
that lannRx is essential, it sufﬁces to see that it hits each principal left
ideal. So for 0 = y ∈ R we want to show that Ry ∩ lannRx = 0. To do that
ﬁrst note that if Ry ∩ J = 0, we have Ry ∩ J ∩ annJx = 0 since Ry ∩ J is an
inner ideal of J, and we are done since by (1.15(ii)) annJx ⊆ annRx ⊆
lannRx. Thus we have to examine the case when Ry ∩ J = 0. Suppose
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therefore that Ry ∩ J = 0. Then b∗Jb ⊆ Ry ∩ J = 0 for all b ∈ Ry ∩A,
and hence (by (6.12) with L = Ry) we obtain that y∗Ry ⊆ annRBJ ⊆
lannRx. If y∗Ry = 0 we are done. So we can assume that y∗Ry = 0. In
this case consider the left ideal S = Ry + Ry∗. By (6.12) again, S ∩ J = 0
or S∗S ⊆ annRBJ. In the second case, 0 = yRy ⊆ S∗S ⊆ lannRx. In
the ﬁrst case, there exists 0 = ay + by∗ ∈ S ∩ J ∩ annJx since S ∩ J
is an inner ideal of J and annJx is essential. Since annJx ⊆ lannRx
by (1.15(ii)), ayx + by∗x = 0. We claim that 0 = ay ∈ lannRx. First, if
ay = 0 then 0 = by∗ ∈ J, hence, by the semiprimeness of R 0 = by∗Rby∗ =
by∗Ryb∗ which contradicts the fact that y∗Ry = 0. Now, if ayx = 0 then
0 = ayxRaxy = by∗xRayx which again yields a contradiction. In any case,
Ry ∩ lannRx = 0.
As a corollary we obtain conditions on the associative ∗-envelope of a
special Jordan algebra which imply nonsingularity.
(6.15) Corollary. Let J be a nondegenerate special Jordan algebra with
∗-tight associative envelope R. If R is nonsingular, then J is nonsingular. If J
is nonsingular and either R is prime or the involution is diagonal (aH0a∗ = 0
implies a = 0 for any ample H0), then R is nonsingular.
Proof. The ﬁrst assertion follows directly from (6.14). For the second,
ZlR ∩ZrR ∩ J = 0 implies ZlR ∩ZrR = 0 by ∗-tightness. Thus, if R
is prime (not merely ∗-prime), then R is nonsingular since ZrR = ZlR∗.
If the involution is diagonal, then for any a ∈ ZlR, aHR ∗a∗ ⊆ ZlR ∩
ZrR = 0 implies a = 0, thus ZlR = 0.
We are interested in ﬁnding conditions under which J is nonsingular if
and only if R is. This is not true in general, but, as we will see later, it is
true under acc(⊕).
7. UNIFORM IDEALS AND ESSENTIAL
SUBDIRECT PRODUCTS
The structure theories of associative, Jordan, and other classes of
algebras which are based on radicals usually provide a description of
radical-free algebras as subdirect products of algebras having some reg-
ularity condition such as primeness or primitivity. This description has
some ambiguity concerning how the given radical-free algebra sits in
the direct product of its homomorphic images. In the most classic cases
(ﬁnite-dimensional or artinian) that ambiguity disappears since the algebra
is in fact the full direct sum of the corresponding regular algebras. As an
intermediate situation, Goldie’s theory provides a subdirect decomposition
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for which more information is available. In this case, the corresponding al-
gebras are trapped between the direct sum of their homomorphic images
and an essential ideal of that sum. This suggests the following deﬁnition
(see [FG2] or [Go]).
A subdirect product of a collection 
Aα of algebras is any subalge-
bra A of the full direct product
∏
Aα such that the canonical projections
πα A→ Aα are onto (A ≤
∏
Aα). An essential subdirect product is a sub-
direct product A ≤ ∏Aα which contains an essential ideal of the full direct
product (A ≤e
∏
Aα). If A is actually contained in the direct sum ⊕Aα,
then A will be called an essential subdirect sum (A ≤e Aα). Here, algebra
means any nonassociative algebra or quadratic Jordan algebra.
As in the associative theory, essential subdirect products appear naturally
in Goldie’s theory for Jordan algebras related to uniform dimension. A key
notion for studying them is that of uniform ideal, which was studied in
[FG3] in the general setting of algebraic lattices and which is specialized
here to both Jordan algebras and associative algebras with involution.
Let J be a Jordan algebra (an associative algebra with involution ∗ re-
spectively). A nonzero ideal (∗-ideal) I of J is said to be uniform if for any
nonzero ideals (∗-ideals) B and C of J contained in I, B ∩C = 0. By [FG2,
Theorem 1 and Corollary] or by [FG3, Proposition 3.1], we have
(7.1) Proposition. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra.
(i) A nonzero ideal I of J is uniform if and only if annJI is a
( proper) maximal annihilator ideal, equivalently, the quotient Jordan algebra
J/annJI is strongly prime.
(ii) For each uniform ideal I of J there exists a unique maximal uni-
form ideal M of J containing I (the uniform closure of I), namely M =
annJannJI.
(iii) The mapping between ideals of J that associates to any ideal its
annihilator establishes a bijection between the maximal uniform ideals of J
and the maximal annihilator ideals.
(iv) The sum of all maximal uniform ideals of J is direct.
A similar result is true for uniform ∗-ideals of a semiprime associative alge-
bra with involution.
In terms of lattice theory, the maximal uniform ideas of a nondegen-
erate Jordan algebra J (similar comments also apply to the ∗-ideals of a
semiprime associative algebra with involution) are precisely the atoms of
the Boolean algebra nnJ of its annihilator ideals (see [B]); and the
abundance of uniform ideals, i.e., the atomicity of nnJ, is equivalent to
the existence of an essential uniform decomposition for J. Moreover, this
decomposition is essentially unique.
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(7.2) Proposition. Let J be a Jordan algebra.
(i) If J is nondegenerate and every nonzero annihilator ideal contains
a uniform ideal (equivalently, every proper annihilator ideal is contained in
a maximal annihilator ideal), then J is an essential subdirect product of the
strongly prime Jordan algebras Jα = J/annJMα, where 
Mα is the family
of all maximal uniform ideals of J.
(ii) Conversely, if J ≤e
∏
Jα is an essential subdirect product of strongly
prime Jordan algebras Jα, then J is nondegenerate and every nonzero ideal of
J contains a uniform ideal.
(iii) In this case, the essential subdirect product J ≤e
∏
Jα is uniquely
determined by the family of all maximal uniform ideals of J: there is a bijection
(Jα )→Mα) between the set of factors Jα and the set of maximal uniform ideals
of J, so that Jα ∼= J/annJMα and ⊕Mα ≤ J ≤
∏
Jα.
A similar result is true for associative algebras with involution.
Proof. The equivalence (i)⇔ (ii) was proved in [FG3, Theorem 4.1] in
the more general setting of algebraic systems. To prove the uniqueness of
essential uniform decompositions, if I ⊆ J ≤e
∏
Jα is an essential ideal of
the full product, then Iα = I ∩ Jα (where we are regarding Jα as an ideal
of
∏
Jα) is a uniform ideal of J, so we can consider its uniform closure
Mα. Then Mα = Mβ for α = β by the orthogonality of the Iα and, since
annJ⊕Mα ⊆ annJ⊕Iα = 0, there do not exist other maximal uniform
ideals different from those Mα we have just found. Now it is easy to see
that Jα ∼= J/annJMα for each α.
A way of ensuring the conditions of (7.2(i)) is having acc on annihilator
ideals (equivalently, dcc on these ideals). The conclusions in this case are
stronger and we collect them in the following.
(7.3) Proposition. Let J be a Jordan algebra. Then the following condi-
tions are equivalent:
(i) J is nondegenerate and has no inﬁnite direct sums of ideals,
(ii) J is nondegenerate and satisﬁes the chain conditions on annihilator
ideals,
(iii) J is an essential subdirect sum of ﬁnitely many strongly prime
Jordan algebras.
In this case, the number of factors of any essential uniform decomposition
of J (equal to the number of its maximal uniform ideals) coincides with the
maximum length of a chain of annihilator ideals. A similar result is true for
associative algebras with involution.
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Proof. (i)⇒ (ii). We associate to each chain J = annJ0 ⊃ annJI1
⊃ · · · ⊃ annJIn, of length n, a direct sum L1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ln of n nonzero
ideals as follows. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, set Li = Ii ∩ annJIi−1 (with I0 = 0).
Since annJIi−1 ⊃ annJIi, Li = 0. Moreover, for 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n we have
Lj ∩ Li ⊆ Ij ∩ annJIi−1 ⊆ Ij ∩ annJIj−1 = 0
Hence ULj 
∑
i =j Li =
∑
i =j ULjLi ⊆
∑
i =jLj ∩ Li = 0, which implies by
(1.13(i)) that Lj ∩
∑
i =j Li = 0, so proving that the Li form a direct sum.
(ii) ⇒ (iii). We ﬁrst show that any nonzero annihilator ideal annJB
contains a uniform ideal, and therefore J ≤e
∏
Jα is an essential subdirect
product of strongly prime Jordan algebras Jα. Consider the set
 = 
annJC  C is a nonzero ideal of J contained in annJB
ordered by inclusion. By acc on annihilator ideals,  contains a maximal
element, annJI, say. We claim that annJI is in fact maximal among all
annihilator ideals annJN, where N is a nonzero ideal of J, and hence, by
(7.1(i)), that I is a uniform ideal contained in annJB. Indeed, if annJI ⊆
annJN then
N ⊆ annJannJN ⊆ annJannJI ⊆ annJannJannJB
= annJB
Hence annJN = annJI by the maximality of annJI in , which proves
the claim. Now we have by (7.2(i)) that J is an essential subdirect product
of the strongly prime Jordan algebras Jα = J/annJMα, where 
Mα is the
family of all maximal uniform ideals of J.
It is clear that any direct sum I1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Im of nonzero ideals of J gives
rise to a chain of annihilator ideals of length n, namely
0 = annJJ ⊃ annJI1 ⊃ annJI1 + I2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ annJI1 + · · · + Im
In particular, since the sum of the maximal uniform ideals is direct (7.1(iv)),
there are only a ﬁnite number of Mα, say n.
(iii) ⇒ (i). Let J ≤e
∏n
1 Ji where each Ji is strongly prime. Then J is
nondegenerate and, by (7.2(iii)), there are exactly n maximal uniform ideals
in J, say, M1    Mn. We claim that any direct sum Iα of nonzero ideals of
J has cardinal m ≤ n. Indeed, the essentiality of the ideal M1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Mn,
together with the uniformity of the Mj , implies that for each α there exists
a unique 1 ≤ jα ≤ n such that Iα ∩Mjα = 0.
Altogether, we have proved that, under the above equivalent conditions,
there are only ﬁnitely many maximal uniform ideals, say n, in J, and that
this number n is equal to the maximum length of a chain of annihilator
ideals and also is equal to the maximum number of nonzero ideals forming
a direct sum.
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A nondegenerate Jordan algebra J (or semiprime associative algebra with
involution) satisfying the above equivalent conditions will be said to have
ﬁnite annihilator length, where the annihilator length of J is given by the max-
imum length of a chain of annihilator ideals (equivalently, by the number
of maximal uniform ideals of J).
Goldie Jordan algebras clearly have ﬁnite annihilator length, since they
have acc⊕, so in particular acc for direct sums of ideals, and also acc
on all annihilators. The latter condition has some strong consequences that
we will examine in the next section. Now we consider acc⊕. Our ﬁrst
remark is the following result, which is similar to what was proved in [FG2,
Lemma 2].
(7.4) Lemma. Let I be a nonzero ideal of a nondegenerate Jordan algebra
J. If J has acc⊕, then J = J/annJI also has acc⊕ and udimJ ≥
udimJ.
Similarly, if R is a semiprime associative algebra with uldimR <∞, then
uldimR ≥ uldimR where R = R/annRI, for I an ideal of R.
Proof. Let 
Kα be a family of nonzero inner ideals of J that form a
direct sum. For each index α, let Kα be the preimage of Kα. Since, for all α,
Kα is not contained in annJI, we have by (1.16(iii)) that 0 = UKαI ⊆ Kα ∩
I. We claim that the nonzero inner ideals Lα = Kα ∩ I form a direct sum.
Indeed, for each index β we have Lβ ∩ !
∑
α=β Lα"J ⊆ Kβ ∩ !
∑
α=β Kα"J ∩ I.
Now Kβ ∩ !
∑
α=β Kα"J ⊆ annJI, since the Kα form a direct sum. Hence
Lβ ∩ !
∑
α=β Lα"J ⊆ I ∩ annJI = 0. The proof of the associative case is
similar.
(7.5) Lemma. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra and let I be an
essential ideal of J. Then I has acc⊕ if and only if J does. In this case,
udimI = udimJ.
Proof. Since every nonzero inner ideal of J meets I, it is clear that if
I has acc⊕ then so does J, and udimI ≥ udimJ. Now, by (1.16(iii)),
every nonzero inner ideal K of I contains a nonzero inner ideal UkI of J,
which clearly implies that if J has acc⊕ then so does I, and udimI ≤
udimJ.
(7.6) Proposition. Let J be a Jordan algebra. Then the following condi-
tions are equivalent:
(i) J is nondegenerate and has acc⊕,
(ii) J is an essential subdirect sum of ﬁnitely many strongly prime Jordan
algebras J1     Jn which have acc⊕.
In this case J has ﬁnite uniform dimension and udimJ = udimJ1 + · · · +
udimJn. Moreover, J is nonsingular if and only if each Ji is nonsingular.
A similar result is true for associative algebras with involution.
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Proof. (i)⇒ (ii) follows from (7.3(i))⇒ (7.3(iii)) and (7.4).
(ii)⇒ (i). By (7.3(iii))⇒ (7.3(i)), J is nondegenerate, and by (7.2(iii))
we may assume I ≤ J ≤e J1 · · ·  Jn, where the Ji’s are strongly prime
and I = I1⊕ · · · ⊕ In, with each Ii a nonzero ideal of Ji and therefore essen-
tial in Ji, by the primeness of Ji. Moreover, since annJI ⊆ ann⊕JiI = 0,
where we regard each Ji as an ideal of  Jj , I is essential in J by (1.16(iii)).
Hence, by (7.5), udimJ = udimI = udimI1 + · · · + udimIn =
udimJ1 + · · · + udimJn. But each Ji has ﬁnite uniform dimension by
(5.12), so J has ﬁnite uniform dimension.
Suppose now that J satisﬁes the above equivalent conditions and let I =
I1 + · · · + In be as before. Since I is essential in both J and  Ji, it follows
from (6.2) that J is nonsingular if and only if  Ji is, so, equivalently, if
and only if each Ji is nonsingular.
(7.7) Proposition. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra which is an
essential subdirect sum of ﬁnitely many Jordan algebras Ji, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. If each
Ji is a classical order in a simple unital Jordan algebra Qi, then J is an order
in the full direct sum Q = Q1 · · · Qn.
Proof. As in (7.6), J contains an essential ideal I = I1 + · · · + In where
each Ii is a nonzero ideal of Ji. Since each Ii contains an injective element
(3.7), it follows from (2.6(i)) that each Ii is an order in Qi, and hence I is
an order in Q. Then J is an order in Q by (2.7).
Our next aim is to relate essential subdirect decompositions of a non-
degenerate Jordan algebra J which is an order in a unital Q to essential
subdirect decompositions of Q.
(7.8) Lemma. Let J be an S-order in a unital nondegenerate Jordan alge-
bra Q. If I, L are ideals of J such that I ∩ L = 0, then idQI ∩ idQL = 0.
Proof. To begin with we note that by (2.9(vi)) Q is also nondegenerate.
We also note that orthogonality of ideals passes down to nondegenerate
factors. Namely, let M be an ideal of a nondegenerate Jordan algebra J
such that J = J/M is nondegenerate. If I, L are ideals of J such that
I ∩ L = 0, then
I ∩L = 0(*)
Indeed, under nondegeneracy, I ∩ L = 0 is equivalent to UIL = 0, and
hence UIL = 0¯.
Suppose ﬁrst that Q is special, and take a ∗-tight associative envelope
A of Q. Then R = algAJ is a ∗-tight associative envelope of J, and R
is an order in A ((2.13) and (2.12)), hence both A and R are semiprime.
Since I ∩ L = 0, we have I ⊆ annJL = annRL ∩ J = annRidRL ∩ J
by (1.15(i, ii)). Therefore idRI ⊆ annRidRL, so idRI ∩ idRL = 0
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by the semiprimeness of R. Now, if q ∈ idQI ∩ idQL, in particular if
q ∈ idAI ∩ idAL, there are ui vi rj tj ∈ A, yi ∈ I, xj ∈ L such that
q = ∑uiyivi = ∑ rjxjtj . Then, by (2.12), we can ﬁnd s ∈ InjJ such that
Usq = sqs ∈ idRI ∩ idRL = 0. Since s is invertible in Q, we have q = 0,
and idQI ∩ idQL = 0.
Suppose now that Q is PI. Let P  Q be a (proper) strongly prime ideal
of Q (Q/P is strongly prime). Then S ∩ P =  and hence J = J/J ∩ P
is an order in Q = Q/P by (2.6(ii)). Moreover, since the latter is strongly
prime and PI, it is an order in a simple unital algebra B (4.2). Hence J is
an order in B by (2.7), and therefore J is strongly prime by (3.1). Now, if
I ∩L = 0 but idQI ∩ idQL = 0, we can take a strongly prime ideal P of
Q such that idQI ∩ idQL is not contained in P (since the McCrimmon
radical of Q is zero [T, Theorem 3]). Then, denoting with bars the quotients
of ideals in J = J/P ∩ J and in Q = Q/P , we get by (∗) that UIL = 0¯,
hence I = 0¯ or L = 0¯ (by primeness of J) and idQI ∩ idQL = 0¯; but
idQI ∩ idQL ⊆ idQI ∩ idQL, a contradiction.
Now we consider the general case. Take X  FJX the T -ideal of
all Albert identities satisﬁed by all Albert algebras (equivalently, by all Albert
algebras over ﬁelds). For each strongly prime ideal P of Q, either Q/P is
Albert and hence Q ⊆ P , or Q/P is special. Denote by B the intersection
of all containers (strongly prime ideals P of Q such that Q ⊆ P) and by
C the intersection of all noncontainers (those P not containing Q).
Since Q is nondegenerate, its McCrimmon radical is zero, so B ∩ C = 0
[T], hence C ⊆ annQB. We claim that, in fact, C = annQB. Indeed, let
us ﬁrst note that for an ideal V of Q
V ∩ B = 0⇒ V ⊆ C
since if P is any noncontainer then P does not contain B ⊇ Q, so by
primeness V ∩B = 0 ⊆ P ⇒ V ⊆ P , thus V is contained in the intersection
C of all noncontainers. Taking V = annQB we get annQB ⊆ C, which
proves the claim.
The general case can be reduced to the ones we have just considered. Set
Q1 = Q/C, Q2 = Q/annQC, and J1 = J/C ∩ J, J2 = J/annQC ∩ J.
By (2.11(ii)), annQC ∩ J = annJC ∩ J, hence J2 is nondegenerate by
(1.16(v)). Similarly, C = annQB implies that J1 is nondegenerate. More-
over, by (2.6(ii)), J1 is an order in Q1 = Q/C and J2 is an order in Q2 =
Q/annQC, where Q1 is special and Q2 is PI. Indeed, Q1 is a subdirect
product of the special Jordan algebras J/P where P ranges over all con-
tainers, while Q2 is PI since Q ⊆ B ⊆ annQC.
Now, by (∗), I ∩ L = 0 implies I ∩ L = 0¯ in both J1 and J2. Hence, by
what we have just proved, idQI ∩ idQL ⊆ C ∩ annQC = 0 by the
nondegeneracy of Q.
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(7.9) Lemma. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra which is an or-
der in a unital Jordan algebra Q. If I is an ideal of J, then i annJI =
annQidQI ∩ J and ii annQidQI = idQannJI.
Proof. First we note that Q is nondegenerate by (2.9(vi)). Now
I ⊆ idQI implies, by (2.8), annQidQI ∩ J ⊆ annQI ∩ J = annJI.
Conversely, annJI ∩ I = 0 implies, by (7.8), that idQannJI ∩ idQI =
0. Thus annJI ⊆ idQannJI ⊆ annQidQI, which proves (i)
and gives the inclusion idQannJI ⊆ annQidQI. Conversely, by
(i), J ∩ annQidQI = annJI ⊆ J ∩ idQannJI, which implies
annQidQI ⊆ idQannJI by (2.5), which proves (ii)
(7.10) Corollary. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra which is an
order in a unital Jordan algebra Q. The mappings between ideals of J and Q
given by
I J )→ idQIQ and M Q )→M ∩ J J
are order-preserving bijections of annihilator ideals inverse of each other. In
particular, they establish a bijection between maximal annihilator ideals of J
and maximal annihilator ideals of Q.
Proof. By (7.9), annJI = annQidQI ∩ J = idQannJI ∩ J for
any ideal I of J. Consider now annQM for an ideal M of Q. It is clear
that idQannQM ∩ J ⊆ annQM. Conversely, by (2.11(ii)), annQM ∩
J = annJM ∩ J ⊆ idQannJM ∩ J ∩ J = idQannQM ∩ J ∩ J, hence
annQM ⊆ idQannQM ∩ J by (2.5).
(7.11) Proposition. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra which is an
order in a unital Jordan algebra Q. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) J is an essential subdirect product of strongly prime Jordan algebras
Jλ∈D,
(ii) Q is an essential subdirect product of strongly prime Jordan algebras
Qλ¯∈D.
In this case we may choose D = D so that Jλ is an order in Qλ.
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from (7.2) and (7.10).
Moreover, according to (7.2(iii)), each Qλ = Q/annQMλ, where Mλ is a
maximal uniform ideal of Q. Now, by (2.11) and (7.10), annJMλ ∩ J =
annQMλ ∩ J is a maximal annihilator ideal of J, so, by (7.2) again, Jλ =
J/annQMλ ∩ J. Finally, by (2.6(ii)), Jλ is an order in Qλ.
As a consequence, we have
(7.12) Theorem. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra which is an or-
der in a unital Jordan algebra Q. If Q has acc(⊕) (equivalently, ﬁnite uniform
dimension), then udimJ = udimQ.
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Proof. First we note that Q is nondegenerate by (2.9(vi)). Now, by (7.6),
Q is an essential subdirect sum of ﬁnitely many strongly prime Jordan alge-
bras Qi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, each of which has acc(⊕), and udimQ = udimQ1 +
· · · +udimQn. Hence, by (7.11), J is an essential subdirect sum of strongly
prime Jordan algebras Ji, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where each Ji is an order in Qi, and
hence udimJi = udimQi by (5.14). Then, by (7.6) again, udimJ =
udimJ1 + · · · + udimJn = udimQ1 + · · · + udimQn = udimQ.
Now we relate essential subdirect decompositions of a special Jordan
algebra J to essential subdirect decompositions of an associative ∗-envelope
of J. We will also deal with uniform dimension here, but our main interest
will be the singular ideal.
(7.13) Proposition. Let J be a nondegenerate special Jordan algebra with
∗-tight associative envelope R. The mappings between ideals of J and ∗-ideals
of R given by
I J )→ annRannRI ∗R and L ∗R )→ L ∩ J J
are order-preserving bijections of annihilator ideals inverse of each other. In
particular, they establish a bijection between maximal annihilator ideals of J
and maximal annihilator ∗-ideals of R.
Proof. Let I J. Since annRI is a ∗-ideal of R by (1.15(i)), it fol-
lows from (1.15(iv)) and (1.15(ii)) that annRannRI ∩ J = annJJ ∩
annRI = annJannJI. Thus, if I is an annihilator ideal of J, then
I = annJannJI = J ∩ annRannRI. Now if L is a ∗-ideal of R, we
have by (1.15(iv)) again that annRannRL∩ J = annRannRL, so if L
is the annihilator of a ∗-ideal of R, then L = annRannRL ∩ J.
(7.14) Corollary. Let J be a nondegenerate special Jordan algebra with
a ∗-tight associative envelope R. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) J is an essential subdirect product of strongly prime Jordan algebras
Jλ∈D,
(ii) R is an essential subdirect product of ∗-prime associative algebras
Rλ¯∈D.
In this case we may choose D = D so that Rλ is a ∗-tight associative envelope
of Jλ.
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from (7.2) and (7.13).
Moreover, by (7.2) again, each Rλ = R/annRMλ, where Mλ is a maximal
uniform ∗-ideal of R. Since by (1.15(i)) annJMλ ∩ J = annRMλ ∩ J, we
have by (7.13) that annJMλ ∩ J is a maximal annihilator ideal of J and, by
(7.2), that Jλ = J/annJMλ ∩ J = J/annRMλ ∩ J. Finally, by (1.15(iii)),
each Rλ is an associative ∗-envelope of Jλ.
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(7.15) Theorem. Let J be a nondegenerate special Jordan algebra with
∗-tight associative envelope R. If PIJ = 0, then J has ﬁnite uniform dimen-
sion if and only if R has ﬁnite uniform dimension.
Proof. By (5.11), the result is true for strongly prime J. The general
nondegenerate case can be reduced to the strongly prime one, via essential
subdirect products: if J has ﬁnite uniform dimension then we have by (7.6)
that it is an essential subdirect sum of ﬁnitely many strongly prime Jordan
algebras Ji, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, each of which has ﬁnite uniform dimension and
inherits PI-lessness from J (if PIJi = 0 for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then PIJi ∩
J = 0 by the essentiality of J in the direct sum of the Ji, and taking 0 =
a ∈ PIJi ∩ J we would have that J1 · · · Jna = Jia is PI, and hence
that Ja is also PI, which is a contradiction). Now it follows from (7.14)
that R is an essential subdidrect sum of associative algebras with involution
Ri 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where each Ri is a ∗-tight associative envelope of Ji and
therefore it has ﬁnite uniform dimension by (5.11). Hence the whole R has
ﬁnite uniform dimension. A similar argument proves the converse.
Now we wil apply this restriction on the uniform dimension to the study
of the singular ideal. For that, we need
(7.16) Lemma. Let R be a semiprime associative algebra with ﬁnite left
and right uniform dimensions. If ZlR ∩ ZrR = 0, then R is nonsingular.
Proof. Set R = R/annRZrR. By (1.14), R is semiprime and has ﬁ-
nite uniform dimension by the second part of (7.4). If we prove that R is
left nonsingular, everything will be done: ZlR = 0¯ ⇒ ZrR = 0¯ (by [H,
7.2.2]) and hence, by the second part of (6.8) ZrR ⊆ ZrR = 0¯; that is,
ZrR ⊆ annRZrR which implies ZrR = 0 by the semiprimeness of
R. By symmetry, ZlR = 0.
Let us prove then that R is left nonsingular. Let x¯ ∈ ZlR, where x¯ =
x+ annRZrR. We must show that any y ∈ xZrR must vanish. It will
sufﬁce to see that lannRy is an essential left ideal of R, since then y ∈
ZlR, so y will fall in ZlR ∩ ZrR = 0 by hypothesis.
Let L be a left ideal of R. If ZrRL = 0 then L ⊆ rannRZrR =
lannRZrR ⊆ lannRy and there is nothing to prove. So we may assume
that ZrRL = 0 and hence (by replacing L with ZrRL) that L ⊆ ZrR.
But then, by the retention of annihilators (1.14), L ∩ lannRy = 0⇒ L ∩
lannRy¯ = 0¯, with L = 0¯, which contradicts that y¯ ∈ x¯R ⊆ ZlR.
(7.17) Theorem. Let J be a nondegenerate special Jordan algebra with
a ∗-tight associative envelope R. If J has ﬁnite uniform dimension, then J is
nonsingular if and only if R is nonsingular.
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Proof. By (6.15), if R is nonsingular then J is nonsingular. Suppose
then that J is nonsingular. Since J has acc(⊕), it follows from (7.6) that
J is an essential subdirect sum of ﬁnitely many strongly prime Jordan al-
gebras J1     Jn, each of which has acc(⊕) and is nonsingular. Moreover,
by (7.14), R is an essential subdirect sum of ∗-prime associative algebras
R1     Rn where each Ri is a ∗-tight associative envelope of Ji. This re-
duces the question to the case that J is strongly prime. Suppose then that
J is strongly prime. We can distinguish two cases.
If PIJ = 0 then, by (5.11), R has ﬁnite uniform dimension. More-
over, since J is nonsingular, we have by (6.14) that ZlR ∩ ZrR ∩ J ⊆
ZlR ∩ J = BJ = 0, which implies ZlR ∩ZrR = 0 by the ∗-tightness
of R. Hence R is nonsingular by (7.16).
If PIJ = 0, then J is PI (by (4.6)), since J satisﬁes acc(⊕). Hence,
by (6.6), ZlR ∩ ZrR = 0, which implies by (7.16) again that R is
nonsingular.
8. UNIFORM ELEMENTS
In this section, we investigate one of the most interesting consequences
of the chain condition on annihilators (a key tool in Goldie theory), namely,
the existence of the so-called uniform elements. The abundance of uniform
elements in a nondegenerate Jordan algebra J provides, on one hand, an
essential subdirect decomposition for J and, on the other hand, implies the
nonsingularity of J.
Following [FG2], a nonzero element u ∈ J is called uniform if annJu =
annJx for any 0 = x ∈ UuJ ′. Uniform elements generate uniform ideals.
However, that an element a ∈ J generates a uniform ideal does not imply
that a is uniform. To appreciate the difference between these two conditions
we turn our attention to the local algebra at the corresponding element.
(8.1) Proposition. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra and 0 = a ∈
J. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) The ideal idJa generated by a in J is uniform.
(ii) KerJa contains a prime ideal of J.
(iii) The local algebra Ja of J at a is strongly prime.
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii). If idJa is uniform then annJidJa is a prime
ideal by (7.1(i)), and it is clear that it is contained in KerJa.
(ii) ⇒ (iii). If P is a prime ideal of J contained in KerJa, then
a ∈ annJP by (1.16(iii)) since J is nondegenerate, so annJP = 0,
and annJP is not contained in P . From this it follows that P =
annJannJP, and hence P is strongly prime by (1.16(v)). Indeed,
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in general P ⊆ annJannJP, and the reverse inclusion follows from
UannJPannJannJP = 0 ⊆ P ⇒ annJannJP ⊆ P by the prime-
ness of P , since annJP is not contained in P . Thus J = J/P is strongly
prime, and by [ACMo2] its local algebra Ja¯ is also strongly prime. Since
P ⊆ KerJaJa¯ is isomorphic to Ja, hence the local algebra of J at a is
strongly prime.
(iii) ⇒ (i). If IL are ideals of J contained in idJa and I ∩ L = 0,
then their projections I and L on the local algebra Ja have I ∩L = 0¯ x¯ ∈I ∩ L⇒ x ∈ I +Kera ∩ L+Kera ⇒ Uax ∈ UaI ∩ UaL ⊆ I ∩ L =
0 ⇒ x ∈ Kera ⇒ x¯ = 0¯. Thus either I = 0 or L = 0. If I = 0 I ⊆
KerJa, hence a ∈ annJI and I ⊆ idJa ⊆ annJI, which implies I = 0
by the nondegeneracy of J. Similarly, if L = 0, then L = 0. This proves that
idJa is a uniform ideal.
To study uniform elements through their local algebras we need some
computations which we include in the following lemmas.
(8.2) Lemma. Let J be a Jordan algebra and a ∈ J. Denote for x )→ x¯ the
canonical projection of J onto Ja. If x¯ ∈ annJay¯, then UxUaUJUaUxUaJ ⊆
annJUay.
Proof. Set b = UdUas for d = UxUar r s ∈ J, and c = Uay. We
must show that b ∈ annJc; in fact, we will verify the four annihila-
tor conditions (Ai), (Aii), (Aiv), and (Av). The annihilator conditions
Ux¯y¯ = 0¯ and Ux¯Uy¯ = Uy¯Ux¯ = Vy¯Ux¯ Ja = 0¯ in Ja imply UaU
a
x y = 0
and UaU ax U ay  = UaU ay U ax  = UaV ayU ax J = 0 in J; i.e.,
UaUxc = 0 and UaUxUc = UcUxUa = V cUxUaJUa = 0. Since
UdUb ∈ UaUx ∩ UxUa (where  denotes the multiplication al-
gebra of J) and d b ∈ UxUaJ, we have Udc = Ubc = Ucb = 0 and
UbUc = Vc dUaJ = 0 (yielding (Ai), (Aii), (Av)) and (by linearized JP2)
Vb c = VUdUas c = Vd 
Uas d c − VUdcUas = 0 (yielding (Aiv)).
Recall that a Jordan algebra J is called a Jordan domain if for all 0 =
x ∈ JUx is injective, that is, if InjJ = J − 
0 (note that J may not be
unital with this deﬁnition).
(8.3) Lemma. Let J be a Jordan algebra. Then J is a Jordan domain if
and only if for all 0 = x ∈ J, annJx = 0.
Proof. Clearly, if J is a domain, annJx = 0 for all 0 = x ∈ J. Con-
versely, assume that annJx = 0 for all 0 = x ∈ J. We ﬁrst show that J
has no nonzero nilpotent elements. Suppose, on the contrary, that there is
0 = x ∈ J such that xn = 0 for some n. In this case, xm = 0 for all m ≥ 2n
since (see [J3, 1.5.1]) xm = Uxnxm−2n = 0 if m = 2n, and x2n = xn2 = 0.
Take the least n such that xm = 0 for all m ≥ n. Clearly, power-associativity
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of Uxkxj = x2k+j , UxkUxj = Uxk+j , Vxk xj = Vxk+j , shows xn−1 ∈ annJx = 0,
which is a contradiction. Suppose that Uxy = 0 for some nonzero x ∈ J.
We will show that y ∈ annJx. We have condition (Aii) by assumption.
Then, since J is nondegenerate (because J has no nilpotent elements), we
have by (1.16(ii)) that UyUxJ ′ ⊆ annJx = 0 (Av). Also, Uyx = 0 (Ai) and
UxUyJ
′ = 0 (Avi) by the nondegeneracy of J again. Now, by (1.7), x ◦ y2 =
Uxy
2 +Uyx2 + y ◦Uxy = 0, hence x ◦ y = 0, and if z ∈ J ′, we have by JP21
that 
x y z2 = UxUyz2 + UzUyx2 + V x yUzx ◦ y − UxUyz ◦ z = 0,
so 
x y z = 0 (Aiv). Thus y ∈ annJx = 0 (in fact, (Aiv), (Avi) are
enough by (1.16(i)). Therefore, J is a domain.
(8.4) Proposition. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra and 0 = a ∈
J. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) The element a is uniform.
(ii) The local algebra Ja of J at a is a Jordan domain.
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii). According to (8.3), to show that Ja is a domain it
is enough to see that every nonzero element of Ja has zero annihilator.
Now if x y ∈ J have images x¯ y¯ ∈ Ja with y¯ = 0 and x¯ ∈ annJay¯,
then, by (8.2), UxUaUJUaUxUaJ ⊆ annJUay. Since a is uniform and
Uay = 0, UxUaUJUaUxUaJ ⊆ annJa. Thus 0 = UaUxUaUJUaUxUaJ =
UUaxUJUUaxJ = UUUaxJJ. Therefore Uax = 0 by the nondegeneracy of
J, and x¯ = 0.
(ii) ⇒ (i). If a is not uniform, then there exists 0 = Uax such that
annJa is strictly contained in annJUax. Take a y ∈ annJUax not in
annJa. Then (Ai)–(Av) don’t all hold, yet (Ai), (Aii), (Av), (Avi) do:
∗ UaUyJ ′ = UyUaJ ′ = 0 and Uay = Uya = 0
Indeed, UUaxUyJ
′ = 0 since UyJ ′ ⊆ annJUax, so in local algebra Ja of J
at a we have Ux¯UyJ ′ = 0 with x¯ = 0. Since Ja is a domain, UyJ ′ = 0, which
implies UaUyJ ′ = 0. The remaining equalities follow by nondegeneracy of J.
Since y does not belong to annJa, we have by ∗ that (Aiii) must not
hold, that there exists t ∈ J ′ such that 
y a t = 0. By nondegeneracy, we
may take z ∈ J such that U
y a tz = 0. By JP20,
0 = U
y a tz
= UyUaUtz +UtUaUyz + 
yUa
t z y t − 
Uya zUta
hence, by ∗Ua
t z y = 0; equivalently, 
t z y = 0. On the other hand,
by JP11,
UUax
t z y = 

Uax t z yUax − 
z tUUaxy = 0
since y ∈ annJUax. Therefore, Ux¯
t z y = 0¯ with x¯ = 0¯ and 
t z y =
0¯, which is a contradiction.
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We remark here that the condition of (8.4) is most signiﬁcant in Local
Goldie Theory [FG1, FG2]. Since Jordan domains are strongly prime, we
obtain as a consequence of (8.4) and (8.1) the following result.
(8.5) Corollary. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra and u ∈ J a
uniform element. Then idJu is a uniform ideal of J.
Since any uniform element u of a nondegenerate Jordan algebra J gen-
erates a uniform ideal, according to (7.1(ii)), we can consider the maximal
uniform ideal Mu containing idJu. This is called the uniform compo-
nent of u. The sum
∑
Mu of all the uniform components is direct by
(7.1(iv)). The ideal FJ = ⊕Mu is called the foundation of J. If J does
not have uniform elements, we put FJ = 0.
As a direct consequence of the retention of annihilators in (1.13(iii)), we
obtain that nondegenerate quotients inherit uniform elements.
(8.6) Proposition. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra, I an ideal
of J, and J = J/annI. If u ∈ I is uniform in J, then u¯ is uniform in J.
We will end this section by considering nondegenerate Jordan algebras
with the property that every nonzero ideal contains a uniform element. As
shown below, this condition is assured in Jordan algebras with acc on the
annihilators of a single element.
(8.7) Proposition. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra with acc on
annJx, x ∈ J. Then FJ is an essential ideal and every nonzero inner ideal
contains a uniform element.
Proof. Clearly it is enough to prove the second assertion, since every
uniform element is in FJ. Now, if K is a nonzero inner ideal of J, it
sufﬁces to take u ∈ K with annJu maximal.
(8.8) Theorem. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra such that every
nonzero ideal of J contains a uniform element. Then J is an essential subdirect
product of strongly prime Jordan algebras Jα, each of which contains a uniform
element, and the foundation of J is an essential ideal of the direct product of
the Jα. Moreover, J is nonsingular.
Proof. Since any uniform element generates a uniform ideal (8.5), we
have by (7.2(i)) that J is an essential subdirect product of strongly prime
Jordan algebras Jα = J/annJMα where Mα ranges over the family of all
maximal uniform ideals of J. These are precisely the uniform components,
hence FJ = ⊕Mu is essential in ∏ Jα. Also, by (8.6), each Jα contains
a uniform element.
To prove that J is nonsingular, suppose that BJ is nonzero. Then it con-
tains a uniform element v, and for all a ∈ BJ, UvJ ∩ annJa = 0 implies
0 = Uvy ∈ annJa for some y ∈ J; equivalently, a ∈ annJUvy = annJv.
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Thus v ∈ annJa for all a ∈ BJ, hence v ∈ BJ ∩ annJBJ = 0, a
contradiction.
9. GOLDIE’S THEOREM FOR JORDAN ALGEBRAS
In this section, we prove the main theorem of the paper, which charac-
terizes Jordan algebras having a semisimple artinian algebra of quotients.
Among the different characterizations, there is the fact that they are non-
degenerate and Goldie. This extends the results of [Z2, Z3] to quadratic
Jordan algebras. The remaining characterizations use the more or less di-
rect translations to the Jordan setting of the concepts of associative Goldie
theory which were developed in the previous sections.
We start with the construction of the Jordan algebra of quotients. For
strongly prime PI algebras we will have no problem, since their central
extensions will do the work as shown in (4.2). Thus we must consider non-
PI algebras. Here, in the linear theory, there is an obvious candidate for
the algebra of quotients. This is obtained as the set of symmetric elements
of some associative algebra with involution. In quadratic theory, one must
instead consider ample subspaces of symmetric elements. This is what we
will do in the following.
(9.1) Proposition. Let J be a strongly prime special Jordan algebra with
nonzero hermitian part and associative ∗-envelope R. If R is an order in a
∗-simple unital associative algebra A with respect to a multiplicative set S of
R that, without loss of generality, we may assume to be self-adjoint, S∗ ⊆ S
(otherwise we could take the multiplicative set generated by S ∪ S∗), then J
is an order in an ample subspace Q = H0A ∗ with respect to the monad
S ∩ J of J.
Proof. Let X be a hermitian ideal such that J = 0 and set R0 =
algRJ. Recall that, by the basic hermitian property [McZ, 1.3], J =
H0R0 ∗ is an ample subspace of HR0 ∗. We begin with two auxiliary
results which play an important role in the proof.
S ∩ J = (1)
and
given a ∈ A there exists s ∈ J ∩ S such that as sa ∈ R0(2)
To prove (1) we follow an argument similar to that of (3.7). Indeed, as in the
proof of (2.13), J = 0⇒ J1 = 0 (because J is nondegenerate), so
A = idAJ1 (by ∗-simplicity of A) and 1 =
∑
aixibi (where the ai bi
are in A and the xi lie in J1). Since R is a two-sided order in A relative
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to S, there exists s ∈ S such that sai bis ∈ R, so s2 =
∑saixibis ∈
S ∩ idRJ1, and hence, by (1.12(iii)), r = sn ∈ R0 for some positive
integer n. Now s0 = rr∗ ∈ J ∩ S, since r∗ ∈ S and J is an ample
subspace of HR0 ∗.
Let us now show (2). As above, given a ∈ A, there exists t ∈ S such
that ta at ∈ R, and by Ore’s condition there are u v ∈ S such that
tu = t∗v. Take, by (1), s0 ∈ S ∩ J. Then we have by [McZ, 2.4] that
s = tusn0u∗t∗ = t∗vsn0v∗t ∈ J ∩ S for some positive integer n. More-
over, sa = t∗vsn0v∗ta as = atusn0u∗t∗ are in R. Now we have by (1.12(ii))
that there exists a positive integer m such that Jmsa + asJm ⊆
algRJ = R0. Hence s1 = s3m+1 ∈ J ∩ S satisﬁes s1a as1 ∈ R0.
We now turn to the proof of (9.1) itself.
The monad S ∩ J of J satisﬁes the CIMP(3)
Let r s ∈ S ∩ J. Since R is a right order in A with respect to S, there
are u v ∈ S such that ru = sv. By (1), take s0 ∈ S ∩ J. Then, by [McZ,
2.4] again, there is n such that t1 = usn0u∗ and t2 = vsn0v∗ belong to J, and
clearly t1 t2 ∈ S. Now ru = sv implies u∗r = v∗s, and hence Urt1 = Ust2 ∈
UrS ∩ J ∩UsS ∩ J.
Set Q = 
q ∈ HA ∗  Jq ∩ S = . We will show that Q is an
ample subspace of HA ∗.
q1 + q2 ∈ Q for q1 q2 ∈ Q(4)
Indeed, take s1 ∈ Jq1 ∩ S, s2 ∈ Jq2 ∩ S. Then, by (3), there is
r ∈ Us1S ∩ J ∩Us2S ∩ J, and hence r ∈ Jq1 ∩Jq2 ∩ S ⊆ Jq1 +
q2 ∩ S. Thus q1 + q2 ∈ Q.
a+ a∗ ∈ Q for any a ∈ A(5)
By (2), let s ∈ J ∩ S be such that as sa ∈ R0. Then sas ∈ R0 and
hence Usa+ a∗ = sas + sas∗ ∈ J, since J is an ample subspace
of HR0 ∗. Similarly, s ◦ a+ a∗ = sa+ sa∗ + as + as∗ ∈ J. Thus,
by (2.2), s4 ∈ Ja+ a∗, so a+ a∗ ∈ Q.
aha∗ ∈ Q for any a ∈ Ah ∈ Q(6)
Take t ∈ Jh ∩ S and let s ∈ J ∩ S by (1). For r = Uts ∈ Jh ∩ S ∩
J, we have aha∗ = a′h′a′∗ with a′ = ar−1 ∈ A and h′ = UtUsUth ∈
J, so we may replace a h with a′ h′ and assume from the start that
h ∈ J. Under this assumption, we have by (2) that there exist s1 s2 ∈
J ∩ S such that s1a s2aha∗ ∈ R0. Take, by (3), s = s31ts31 ∈ Us31S ∩
J ∩ Us32S ∩ J for some t ∈ S ∩ J. Then sa = s31ts31a = s31ts31a ∈ R0
by (1.12(ii)), and similarly, saha∗ ∈ R0. Hence, as above, Usaha∗ =
sahsa∗ ∈ J because h ∈ J, by our assumption, and J is an
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ample subspace of HR0 ∗. Similarly, s ◦ aha∗ = saha∗ + saha∗∗ ∈
J, which implies, again by (2.2), that s4 ∈ Jaha∗ ∩ S and hence that
aha∗ ∈ Q.
Altogether we have proved that Q is an ample subspace of HA ∗, and
it is clear that J is an order in Q with respect to the monad S ∩ J.
(9.2) Lemma. Let J be an order in a unital Jordan algebra Q which is a
direct sum of ﬁnitely many simple Jordan algebras Qi. Then J is nondegenerate.
Proof. If M is a maximal ideal of Q, then, by (2.6(ii)), J/J ∩ M
is an order in the simple Jordan algebra Q/M . Thus, by (3.1), J/J ∩M
is strongly prime. Since the intersection of all the maximal ideals M of
Q is zero, the intersection of all ideals M ∩ J is zero, too. Thus J is a
subdirect product of strongly prime Jordan algebras, and therefore J is
nondegenerate.
Now we have all the ingredients to prove the main result.
(9.3) Theorem. For a Jordan algebra J the following conditions are equiv-
alent:
(i) J is a classical order in a nondegenerate artinian Jordan algebra Q.
(ii) J is a nondegenerate Goldie Jordan algebra; i.e., J has acc on
annihilators and has no inﬁnite direct sum of inner ideals.
(iii) J is nondegenerate, satisﬁes the acc on the annihilators of its ele-
ments, and has ﬁnite uniform dimension.
(iv) J is nondegenerate, any nonzero ideal of J contains a uniform ele-
ment, and J has ﬁnite uniform dimension.
(v) J is nondegenerate, nonsingular, and has ﬁnite uniform dimension.
Moreover, Q is simple if and only if J is strongly prime.
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii). Since any nondegenerate artinian Jordan algebra is
a direct sum of ﬁnitely many simple ideas, it follows from (9.2) that J is
nondegenerate. Since Q has ﬁnite uniform dimension [Mc1], we have by
(7.12) that J has also ﬁnite uniform dimension and hence acc⊕. Thus, to
ﬁnish the proof of (i) ⇒ (ii) it remains to show that J satisﬁes the acc on
annihilators. Let
annJX1 ⊆ annJX2 ⊆ · · ·
be an ascending chain of annihilators in J. Then
annQannJX1 ⊇ annQannJX2 ⊇ · · ·
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is a descending chain of inner ideals of Q. Since Q is artinian, the above
chain must stop: annQannJXn = annQannJXn+k for some n and all
k ≥ 0. Hence, by (2.8),
annJannJXn = annQannJXn ∩ J = annQannJXn+k ∩ J
= annJannJXn+k
Therefore, annJXn = annJXn+k for all k ≥ 0, since the ﬁrst annihilator
coincides with the third one.
(ii) ⇒ (iii) is obvious using (7.6).
(iii) ⇒ (iv) follows from (8.7).
(iv) ⇒ (v) is proved in (8.8).
(v) ⇒ (i). Since J is nondegenerate and has ﬁnite uniform dimen-
sion, it has acc⊕, and we have by (7.6) that J is an essential subdirect
sum of ﬁnitely many strongly prime Jordan algebras Ji 1 ≤ i ≤ n, each of
which is nonsingular (since so is J) and has ﬁnite uniform dimension. If we
show that each Ji is a classical order in some simple artinian Qi, then we
will have by (7.7) that J is an order in Q = Qi, which is nondegenerate
and artinian. Thus it sufﬁces to consider the case when J is strongly prime.
As usual, we have two possibilities. If PIJ = 0 then, by (4.6), J is classi-
cal order in a simple artinian Jordan algebra. Thus we can assume that J is
PI-less. Then, by (5.1), J is special of hermitian type. Take a ∗-tight associa-
tive envelope R of J. Then, R has ﬁnite uniform dimension by (7.15), and it
is nonsingular by (7.17). Hence [St, II.2.2] R has a classical two-sided ring
of quotients A which is artinian. Moreover, the involution ∗ of R extends
to A, and since R is ∗-prime, A is ∗-simple. Now, by (9.1), J is an order in
some ample subspace Q = H0A ∗, which is artinian since A is artinian
[Mc1] and is simple since A is ∗-simple and artinian [J2, 3.59]. Moreover,
this order is in fact classical by (2.10).
Finally, it follows from (3.1) and (2.9(vii)) that Q is simple if and only
if J is strongly prime (since strongly prime artinian Jordan algebras are in
fact simple).
10. ESSENTIAL INNER IDEALS AND INJECTIVE ELEMENTS
There is still another characterization of Goldie associative algebras,
namely, a ring R is semiprime left Goldie if and only if it satisﬁes: a left
ideal of R is essential if and only if it contains an injective element (see
[Ro3 or St]).
The obvious jordaniﬁcation of that condition is that an inner ideal is es-
sential if and only if it contains an injective element. That this does not
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imply that a Jordan algebra is an order in a nondegenerate artinian Jordan
algebra is easily seen in the example of the Jordan algebra of a quadratic
form on a vector space with an inﬁnite-dimensional totally isotropic sub-
space. However, those algebras are nondegenerate Jordan algebras with
ﬁnite capacity if the quadratic form is nondegenerate. This gives the clue
of the kind of algebras one can expect as algebras of quotients for a J sat-
isfying the above condition. As we will prove in what follows, these are
nondegenerate Jordan algebras with ﬁnite capacity.
(10.1) Proposition. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra which is an
order in some unital Jordan algebra Q with respect to a monad S of J. If K
is an inner ideal of J such that K ∩ S = , then K is an essential inner ideal
of J.
Proof. It sufﬁces to prove that given s ∈ S, UsJ is essential, which
is equivalent (by the nondegeneracy of J) to showing that it hits each
principal inner ideal of J. So let 0 = y ∈ J and take t ∈ JUs−1y ∩
S. By CIMP, there exists Usr ∈ UtS ∩ UsS. Then Usr ∈ JUs−1y, and
hence Us−1UyUrUsJ = UUs−1 yUUsrJ ⊆ J. Thus UyUrUsJ ⊆ UsJ ∩ UyJ with
UyUrUsJ = 0, since UyUrUsJ = 0 would imply UUsUryJ = 0 and hence
UsUry = 0 by the nondegeneracy of J, which is a contradiction because s
and r are injective and y = 0.
(10.2) Theorem. For a Jordan algebra J the following are equivalent:
(i) J is a classical order in a nondegenerate unital Jordan algebra Q
with ﬁnite capacity.
(ii) J is nondegenerate, and an inner ideal of J is essential if and only
if it contains an injective element.
Moreover, J is prime if and only if Q is simple.
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii). Since any nondegenerate Jordan algebra Q with ﬁ-
nite capacity is a direct sum of ﬁnitely many simple ideals, it follows from
(9.2) that J is nondegenerate. Now, in view of (10.1), we only need to
show that any essential inner ideal K of J contains an injective element.
Following [Lo3], take a strong frame (in the Jordan pair sense) 
e1 =
e+1  e−1      en = e+1  e−1 , where n is the capacity of Q. By (2.9(v)),
for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n Ue+i Q ∩ J is a nonzero inner ideal of J. Hence, by the
essentiality of K, there exists 0 = xi ∈ K ∩Ue+i Q 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then x = x1 +· · · + xn is an element of K with rankx = rankx1 + · · · + rankxn = n
[Lo4, (3) and (7) of Prop. 3], and hence x is invertible in Q, and therefore
injective in J, by [Lo4, Cor. of Prop. 3].
The proof of (ii) ⇒ (i) will be given in successive steps following the
pattern of the proof of (v) ⇒ (i) of (9.3).
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Reduction to the Strongly Prime Case.
(10.3) Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra satisfying (ii) of (10.2).
Then J does not contain inﬁnite direct sums of ideals.
Proof. Let 
Iλλ∈D be an inﬁnite family of nonzero ideals of J
whose sum I = ∑ Iλ is direct. Since annJI + annJI = annJI ∩
annJannJI = 0, we have by (1.16(iii)) that I + annJI is essen-
tial as an inner ideal, so it contains an injective element, say s. Write
s = sλ1 + · · · + sλn + s0, where each sλi ∈ Iλi and s0 ∈ annJI. Thus
I ′ = Iλ1 + · · · + Iλr + annJI contains an injective element, so it is essen-
tial. Now, if λ ∈ D with λ = λi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then UIλI ′ = 0 and hence
(1.13(i)) Iλ ∩ I ′ = 0, so D = 
λ1     λn is ﬁnite.
According to (7.3(i)⇒ (iii)) and (7.2(iii)), J is an essential subdirect sum
of ﬁnitely many strongly prime Jordan algebras Ji 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where each
Ji = J/annJMi, the Mi are the maximal uniform ideal of J, and M =∑
Mi =M1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Mn is essential as inner ideal. Then, by our assumption,
(10.4) There is r = r1 + · · · + rn ∈M ∩ InjJ.
As shown next, this will allow us to transfer the condition on J to the Ji.
(10.5) If s is injective in J and si is its projection on Ji, then si is injective
in Ji.
Proof. We can consider J ≤ J1 · · ·  Jn and s = s1 + · · · + sn. If there
is xi ∈ Ji such that Usixi = 0, we can take x ∈ J such that its i-projection is
xi. Let r = r1+ · · ·+ rn ∈M ∩ InjJ as in (10.4). We have UsUxUsUriUsJ =
UUsi xi
UriUsJ = 0, which implies UxUUsriJ = UxUsUriUsJ = 0 by injectivity
of s. Since J is nondegenerate, we also have UUsriUxJ = 0. So, in particular,
UUsrUxiMi = UUsriUxMi = 0, and hence UxiMi = 0 by injectivity of Usr.
Then xi = 0 by strong primeness of Ji.
(10.6) Each Ji satisﬁes (ii) of (10.2).
Proof. If Ki is an essential inner ideal of Ji, then Ki ∩Mi is an essential
inner ideal of Mi (by nondegeneracy of Mi, inherited from that of Ji). Let
K = Ki ∩Mi +
∑
j =i Mj be the inner ideal obtained by replacing Mi with
Ki ∩Mi in the sum of all Mj . Clearly, K is essential, so it has an injective
element s = s1 + · · · + sn. By (10.5), si ∈ Ki is injective in Ji.
Reciprocally, let si ∈ InjJi and take r = r1 + · · · + rn ∈ M ∩ InjJ as
in (10.4). Then, by (10.5), ri is injective in Ji and ti = Usiri ∈Mi ∩ InjJi.
Hence, the element s = ti +
∑
j =i rj , obtained by replacing ri with ti in the
sum r = r1 + · · · + rn, belongs to J and is injective in M , hence also in J by
the essentiality of M in J. Then UsJ is, by hypothesis (ii), an essential inner
ideal of J, and if Ki is a nonzero inner ideal of Ji, then Ki ∩Mi is an inner
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ideal of J which is nonzero by the strong primeness of Ji 0 = UKiMi ⊆
Ki ∩Mi. Hence UsJ ∩ Ki ∩Mi = 0; but UsJ ∩ Ki ∩Mi = UtiJi ∩Ki ⊆
UsiJi ∩Ki, so UsiJi is essential.
Now, if (ii)⇒ (i) of (10.2) holds for strongly prime Jordan algebras, then
each Ji is an order in a simple unital Jordan algebra Qi with ﬁnite capacity,
and J is an order in Q = Q1 · · · Qn by (7.7). Thus we will have (10.2)
for any J.
The Strongly Prime Case. If PIJ = 0, then PIJ is essential as inner
ideal by strong primeness. Then it contains an injective element, hence J is
PI by (4.4), and, by (4.2), J is an order in simple unital Jordan algebra Q
with ﬁnite capacity.
Suppose then that J is PI-less. Then, by (5.1), J is special of hermitian
type. Take a ∗-tight associative envelope R of J.
(10.7) Let J and R be as above. Then a left ideal of R is essential if and
only if it contains an injective element of R.
To begin with, we prove the following helpful
(10.8) Lemma. Let, as above, J be a strongly prime Jordan algebra with
∗-tight associative envelope R (necessarily ∗-prime), and let L be a nonzero
left ideal of R and E an essential inner ideal of J. Then we have one, and only
one, of the following two possibilities:
(I) L ∩ E = 0 (there is 0 = e ∈ L ∩ E).
(II) L ⊆ P for a ∗-splitting ideal P of R, and there is 0 = e = l + l∗ ∈
L+ L∗ ∩ E with 0 = Pe = Pl.
Proof. If L ∩ J = 0, this is a nonzero inner ideal of J, hence 0 = L ∩
J ∩ E = L ∩ E as in (I) by inner essentiality of E. On the other hand,
if L ∩ J = 0 then by (5.6) L ⊆ P for a ∗-splitting ideal P of R, in which
case L + RL∗ is not contained in P ∪ P∗ and hence 0 = L + RL∗ ∩ J
is again a nonzero inner ideal, hence 0 = L + RL∗ ∩ E, and there is
0 = e = l ⊕ l′ = l ⊕ l∗ (since e∗ = e ∈ P ⊕ P∗). Here Pl∗ ⊆ PP∗ = 0
implies Pe = Pl = 0 since otherwise l ∈ L ⊆ P would also lie in annP,
contrary to the semiprimeness of R, so we have Pe = 0 as in (II).
Proof of (10.7). Let L be an essential left ideal of R. We begin by
proving that L ∩ J is an essential inner ideal of J, so by hypothesis (ii)
there is s ∈ L ∩ InjJ. Given a nonzero inner ideal K of J, consider
the left ideal LSK deﬁned in (5.9), which is nonzero by (5.10) since J
is PI-less. Then L ∩ LSK = 0 by the essentiality of L. We claim that
L ∩ LSK ∩ J = 0. Indeed, if L ∩ LSK ∩ J = 0, we have by (5.6) that
L ∩ LSK ⊆ P , where P is a ∗-splitting ideal of R. Then L ∩ LSK ⊆
P ⇒ L ∩ LSK ∩ P∗ = 0, and hence LSK ∩ P∗ = 0 by the essentiality
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of L. Then SJ'K ⊆ annRP∗ ∩ J = P ∩ J = 0 by (5.3(iv)), which is a
contradiction since SJ'K = 0. Therefore, L ∩LSK ∩ J = 0, as claimed.
Take 0 = z ∈ L ∩ LSK ∩ J. By (5.9(i)), zmJz ⊆ K for some em-
bedded m-tad eater ideal mX, with mJ = 0 since J is PI-less. On
the other hand, since J is strongly prime, 0 = zmJz ⊆ L ∩ J. Hence
L ∩ J ∩ K = 0. Thus L ∩ J is an essential inner ideal of J, so there is
s ∈ L ∩ InjJ. Now we show that s is in fact injective in R,
InjJ = J ∩ InjR(10.9)
Since J ∩ InjR is clearly contained in InjJ, we only to check that s ∈
InjJ ⇒ s ∈ InjR; i.e., we must show that the left ideal L = lanns
vanishes (a dual argument in the opposite ring gives annrs = 0). If not,
in Case I of Lemma 10.8 (taking E = J), we have that there exists 0 = e ∈
L∩ J, which is a contradiction (es = 0⇒ Use = 0, contrary to injectivity of
Us on J). In Case II, we have 0 = e = l+ l∗ ∈ J with Use = Usl+Usl∗ = 0
from ls = 0, again contradicting injectivity of Us on J. This proves (10.9)
and the fact that every essential left ideal of R contains an injective element
of R.
Reciprocally, let s ∈ InjR. We claim that the left ideal Rs is essential,
so any left ideal L containing s is essential, too. Let X be a hermitian
ideal such that J = 0. Since J is strongly prime, J is essential, as
inner ideal, (1.16(iii)) and hence it contains an injective element s0 by the
hypothesis (ii). Moreover (by [McZ, 2.4]), there is an m such that t =
s∗sm0 s ∈ J, with t ∈ InjJ ∩ Rs by (10.9). Then UtJ ⊆ Rs is an essential
inner ideal of J by hypothesis (ii) again.
(10.10) If a left ideal M of R contains an essential inner ideal E of J, then
M is essential in R.
Indeed, let L be a nonzero left ideal of R. In Case I of Lemma 10.8, 0 =
L ∩ E ⊆ L ∩M , while in Case II we have 0 = Pl = Pe ⊆ L ∩Re ⊆ L ∩M .
To complete the proof of (ii) ⇒ (i) of (10.2), we argue as in the last part
of the proof of (9.3). Indeed, since R has the property that a one-sided
ideal is essential if and only if it contains an injective element, we have
by [St, II.2.2] that R has a classical two-sided ring of quotients A which
is artinian. Moreover, the involution ∗ of R extends to A, and since R is
∗-prime, it is easy to see that A is ∗-simple. Now, by (9.1), J is an order in
some ample subspace Q = H0A ∗ which is artinian and hence has ﬁnite
capacity since A is artinian [Mc1], and it is simple since A is ∗-simple and
artinian [J2, 3.59]. Finally, J is a classical order in Q by (2.10).
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